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Abstract
RUOQING ZHU: Tree-based methods for survival analysis and
high-dimensional data
(Under the direction of Dr. Michael R. Kosorok)
Machine learning techniques have garnered signicant popularity due to their capac-
ity to handle high dimensional data. Tree-based methods are among the most popular
machine learning approaches. My dissertation aims on improving existing tree-based
methods and developing statistical framework for understanding the proposed meth-
ods. It contains three topics: recursively imputed survival tree, reinforcement learning
trees and reinforcement learning trees for right censored survival data. A central idea
of my dissertation is focused on increasing the chance of using signaled variables as
splitting rule during the tree construction while not loosing the randomness/diversity,
hence a more accurate model can be built. However, dierent methods achieve this by
using dierent approaches. Recursively imputed survival tree recursively impute cen-
sored observations and ret the survival tree model. This approach allows better use
of the censored observations during the tree construction, it also changes the dynamic
of splitting rule selections during the tree construction so that signaled variables can
be emphasized more in the retted model. Reinforcement learning trees takes a direct
approach to emphasize signaled variables in the tree construction. An embedded model
is tted at each internal node while searching for splitting rules. The variable with the
largest variable importance measure is used as the splitting variable. A new theoretical
framework is proposed to show consistency and convergence rate of this new approach.
In the third topic, we further extend reinforcement learning trees to right censored
survival data. Brier score is utilized to calculate the variable importance measures. We
iii
also show a desirable property of the proposed method that can help correct the bias
of variable importance measures when correlated variables are present in the model.
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Chapter 1
Literature Review
1.1 Introduction
The decision tree is a predictive model in machine learning. In 1984, Breiman et al.
published the classic book \Classication and Regression Trees"(CART) which intro-
duced this idea to the statistics and data mining communities. This nonparametric
model recursively partitions the training dataset and builds an accurate, exible and
easy-to-interpret model. Through the work of many researchers, tree-based methods
have progressed signicantly. During the last decade, after the \bagging" idea was in-
troduced by Breiman (1996), ensemble tree methods have provided much more accurate
models. And random forests (Breiman, 2001) has become a state-of-the-art method in
machine learning. However, the asymptotic behavior of tree-based methods is still
puzzling, resulting in many diculties in deriving consistency results and prediction
error calculations. Meanwhile, adaption of tree-based methods for survival analysis has
drawn a lot interests. Much research has focused on tree building and dealing with cen-
soring. In this dissertation, I attempt to answer these previously raised questions and
challenges and improve upon existing methods. We will briey review related works in
the following sections. Some details are deferred to later sections when we presenting
each specic method.
1.2 Tree-based methods
Tree-based methods originate from decision trees, which are commonly used tools
in operation research. Based on initial work by Hunt et al. (1966) and many others,
Quinlan (1983) invented the Iterative Dichotomiser 3 (ID3) algorithm to generate deci-
sion trees. This method utilizes a binary splitting mechanism and the idea of entropy,
or information gain. This algorithm later on led to the trade mark algorithm C4.5,
which is one the most famous decision tree learners. An independent work by Breiman
et al. (1984) introduced Classication and Regression Trees (CART) to the statistics
community. This method immediately drew a lot of interests in the statistics research
community because this tree-based method is fully non-parametric, highly predictive,
and easy to interpret. There are many versions of tree based methods, their dier-
ences primarily lie on splitting rule, pruning mechanism, and the use of ensembles and
randomization.
1.2.1 Single tree model
1.2.1.1 Building a tree model
The ideas of the two classic tree-building algorithms, CART and C4.5, are very
similar. Suppose we want to predict a class or continuous response Y from input
features (X1; X2; :::; Xp)
> where p can be large but nite, we grow a binary tree by
recursively splitting the training data. At a root node of the tree, which contains all
training samples, a splitting variable X and a splitting value c are created to split
all samples into two disjoint subsets by identifying the indicator function I(X < c)
for each sample. The two resultant subsets are called daughter nodes of the current
node. This process is recursively applied to each of the two daughter nodes and their
subsequent nodes until the sample size of a node is suciently small. This method
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eventually creates disjoint subsets (terminal nodes) in the predictor feature space X ,
and predictions can be uniquely determined by identifying which terminal node the test
sample belongs to. The prediction for regression modeling is obtained by averaging the
training samples in that terminal node. In classication, however, the most prevalent
class label is used. A graphic demonstration of the tted model looks like an upside-
down growing tree, by which the method was named. From a practical prospective, this
type of model is easy to interpret because of its categorizing nature that each terminal
node assigns a single prediction value to a subspace of the feature space. Moreover,
since it is fully non-parametric, trees generally require fewer assumptions than classical
methods and handle a wide variety of data structures.
1.2.1.2 Tree pruning
However, problems also arise even as the method looks appealing. When noise is
large comparing to the true signal, or when there are unmeasured factors (Mingers,
1989), the simple tree method is likely to produce false splitting rules near the terminal
node, and the entire tree tends to be large and complicated. Hence over-tting often
occurs and leads to large prediction errors. A natural solution to this is to delete
all subsequent nodes from an internal node, and use all data within that branch as a
single terminal node. Tree pruning procedures were thus introduced (Quinlan, 1993;
Breiman et al., 1984) to reduce the size of the tree, diminish over-tting and reduce
prediction error. There are two ways to serve the purpose of pruning, one is a stopping
criteria which prevents some nodes from being split further, and the other one removes
nodes after the decision tree is produced. Most authors prefer the latter since it allows
potential interaction structures being built before deciding whether a branch of the tree
is worth keeping (Kohavi and Quinlan, 2002).
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There are several pruning methods in the literature, including cost-complexity prun-
ing, critical value pruning, pessimistic pruning, MDL pruning and many others. Most
of the pruning algorithms aim at reducing the misclassication error in a classication
problem. Breiman et al. (1984) proposed cost-complexity pruning, which, as its name
suggested, takes both the cost (prediction error) and the complexity (size) of the tree
into consideration and gives an overall score for further selection; Critical value pruning
(Mingers, 1987) calculates a goodness-of-split measure, where the value of the measure
reects how well the chosen attribute splits the data. By setting a critical value on
this measurement, any branch in the tree that does not reach the critical value will be
pruned and become a terminal node. Pessimistic error pruning proposed by Quinlan
(1986) is a dierent type of pruning procedure that does not require a test data-set.
It utilizes a binomial distribution to obtain an estimate of the misclassication rate.
Although the statistical justication of this method is dubious, it does have some ad-
vantages over other methods in the early history of the development of tree methods.
Minimum Description Length (MDL) pruning was proposed by Mehta et al. (1995).
They dene a measurement which involves the code length, or the stochastic complex-
ity, which has specic optimality properties (Rissanen, 1996). LeBlanc and Tibshirani
(1998) also suggested to use lasso on CART which leads to both shrinking of the n-
ode estimates and pruning of branches in the tree. This method performs better than
cost-complexity pruning in some problems. For a comparison of many dierent tree
punning methods and also many other issues on this topic, please refer to Mingers
(1989); Niblett (1987); Quinlan (1987).
1.2.2 Ensemble methods
A single tree-model can be easily interpreted, however, it suers in terms of accura-
cy. It can be viewed as a histogram estimator where the variables and their bandwidth
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are locally and adaptively chosen. In early 1990's, the research community found that
learning and combining multiple versions of the model can substantially improve classi-
cation error rate as compared to the error rate obtained by learning a single model of
the data (Ali and Pazzani, 1996; Kwok and Carter, 1990). Breiman (1996) proposed a
bootstrap aggregating procedure called \bagging". This bagging predictor takes mul-
tiple versions of the bootstrap sample (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993) from the training
dataset and ts an unpruned single tree model to each bootstrap sample. The nal
predictor is obtained by averaging over dierent versions of the model. This procedure
works surprisingly well and out performs its competitors in most situations. Some in-
tuitive explanations of how and why this works were given in Breiman (1998): \Some
classication and regression methods are unstable in the sense that small perturbations
in their training sets or in construction may result in large changes in the constructed
predictor ... ," however, \unstable methods can have their accuracy improved by per-
turbing and combining, that is, generating multiple versions of the predictor ... ." This
idea has motivated much subsequent work including random forests (Breiman, 2001),
a general framework for tree ensembles.
1.2.2.1 Splitting rules and variant of random forests
In the original CART or bagging approach, the splitting point is searched through-
out the entire possible range of all variables to produce the most distinct daughter
nodes. However, this may lead to a model that strongly leans to the training data
set and the prediction error could be large due to overtting. Pruning is one way
to solve this, however, introducing randomization into the splitting criteria can solve
the problem from another angle (see Bauer and Kohavi (1999) for a survey). Ali and
Pazzani (1996) replaced using the best split by randomly selecting from the best ones
with probability proportional to the test scores. Another similar idea was proposed
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by Dietterich (2000), which randomly selects from K best splits. Ho (1998) proposed
a random subspace method which selects a random subspace of the feature space to
grow the tree. Amit and Geman (1997) search over a random selection of features for
the best split at each node. Breiman's random forests was largely inuenced by these
works, especially Amit and Geman (1997). In random forests, a random subset (mtry)
of features is selected at each internal node, then the best split, which produces the
best score, is selected as the splitting rule. In regression modeling, variance reduction
is used to calculate the score, while in classication modeling, Gini index is commonly
used.
Variants of random forests dier in their choices of splitting rules. Geurts et al.
(2006) proposed to use a dierent cutting point generating method which leads to
computational advantages. In their proposed extremely randomized trees, a random
cutting point is generated for each selected feature, and the splitting rule is decided by
choosing the best among them. Comparing to searching the best cutting point for each
feature, this method substantially reduces computational intensity. Recent methods
(Ishwaran et al., 2008) further extended this idea by generating multiple cutting points
(nsplit) for each feature and comparing dierent splits. In our proposed methods,
randomized splitting rule is implemented due to its computational advantages.
When sample size in an internal node is suciently small (less than a pre-specic
number nmin), splitting will stop and conclude the current node as a terminal node.
An interesting idea was proposed by Cutler and Zhao (2001). In their paper, each
individual tree classier is a perfectly-t with only one sample in each terminal node.
Although each tree apparently overts the training data, forest averaging diminishes
this drawback. From this point of view, tree pruning procedure becomes less important,
however, some forest pruning methods such as Martnez-Mu~noz and Suarez (2006) and
Caruana et al. (2004) can save computational cost. An other variant of random forests
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proposed by Chipman et al. (2010) select prior information to optimize the tree tting
result. A sequence of MCMC draws of single trees is averaged to obtain the posterior
inference.
1.2.2.2 On randomization
It is now generally acknowledged by the research community that a certain level
of randomization along with constructing ensembles in tree-based methods can sub-
stantially improve performance. A concern addressed by many researchers was the
instability of each unpruned tree (Hothorn et al., 2004). However, the idea of random-
ization relieves this concern: As enlighten by Breiman (1998), perturbing single trees
and taking averages over forests can substantially increase performance. It is actually
the independence between each tree that helps diminish the over all averaged instabil-
ity. Simulation results from Cutler and Zhao (2001) reveal that one reason why their
proposed method, PERT, works well although individual tree classiers are extremely
weak. The reasoning behind the extremely randomized trees (ERT) method is almost
the same: although the entire sample is used to t each tree, the dependence between
any two individual trees are very weak since the splitting value is drawn at random.
Randomization can be achieved by dierent manners in a tree tting procedure.
Bootstrap aggregation, random selection of features and random cutting point genera-
tion all increase the randomness or reduce the dependence of tted trees. On the other
hand, greediness (pursuing signal) is equally important since over-randomized trees
(such as purely random forests proposed by Breiman (2004)) is inecient in detecting
signals. Hence an accurate ensemble tree model has a good blend of randomness and
greediness.
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1.2.2.3 Tuning parameters
The aforementioned tuning parameters such as mtry, nmin and nsplit play an
important role in the performance of tree-based models. mtry largely controls the di-
versity of trees. A large mtry compares almost all features and, with a high probability,
uses the same variable to construct splitting rules in the early stage of a tree. nmin
controls the depth of each tree. Selecting a small nmin is oftentimes benecial, how-
ever, theoretical results show that nmin should also grow with sample size n. nsplit
is also related to diversity since a large nsplit is equivalent to an exhaustive search for
cutting points. In our simulation studies, we always use the same parameter tuning so
that the results are comparable. However, we also demonstrate that the advantage of
reinforcement learning trees is beyond the reach of parameter tuning.
1.3 Theoretical justication
One of the major challenges of tree-based methods is analyzing its asymptotic prop-
erty, especially for the original random forests proposed by Breiman (2001). The greedy
splitting rule selection (due to the exhaustive search of cutting point) causes trouble in
formalizing the constructed trees. A much simpler model called purely random forests
(Breiman, 2004) is widely considered for analyzing the asymptotic behavior of ensemble
tree-based models. Basing on this simple model, Lin and Jeon (2006) established the
connection between random forests and nearest neighborhood estimation. They also
established a lower bound on the convergence rate of random forests under a special
type of tree construction mechanism. Biau et al. (2008) showed consistency of ensemble
tree-based methods and some variants of random forests. However, they also gave an
interesting counterexample, under which random forests may not be consistent. This
counterexample is based on a checkerboard model (also considered by Kim and Loh
(2001)), which blinds the marginal signal search in a tree construction.
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Following the discussions by Lin and Jeon (2006) and Breiman (2004) on a special
type of purely random forest, Biau (2012) proved consistency and showed that the
convergence rate only depends on the number of strong variables which, collectively
and completely dene the true model structure. The proof for the convergence rate
result in his paper can serve as a guideline for future analysis of random forests under
more general structures. However, behind this celebrated result, two key components
require a careful further investigation. First, the probability of using a strong variable
to split at an internal node depends on the within-node data (which possibly depends
on an independent sample as suggested in Biau (2012)). With rapidly reduced sample
sizes toward terminal nodes, this probability is unlikely to behave well for the entire
tree. However, a large terminal node size is likely to introduce increased bias which
may also harm the error rate. Second, identifying strong variables in a high dimensional
surface can still be very tricky. The counterexample of consistency given by Biau et al.
(2008) can potentially lead to blinding of the selection criteria so that strong variables
may not be chosen. The rationale behind the above argument is that one cannot fully
explore a high dimensional surface from a viewpoint which only assesses the marginal
eect of each variable. Hence if the marginal eect of a strong variable is behaving like
a noise variable, then the selection process may fail.
Our proposed reinforcement learning trees (RLT) takes a step forward toward un-
derstanding the asymptotic behavior of tree-based methods and building more accurate
models, especially in high-dimensional settings. By tting an embedded model at each
internal node, the variable(s) with the largest variable importance (carries the most
signal) will be used to split. This creates an advantage in formalizing the splitting pass
from the root node to a terminal node. The simulation studies also show that RLT
and its extension to survival data can easily detect an interaction model such as the
checkerboard structure.
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1.4 Extending tree-based methods to censored survival data
Tree-based survival models oer a more exible model structure comparing to rela-
tively restricted parametric models such as the popular Cox model or Accelerate failure
time model. Ciampi et al. (1988), Segal (1988), and LeBlanc and Crowley (1992) pro-
vided early eorts to adapt tree-based methods to right censored survival data. Logrank
test statistic is a natural choice for evaluating and comparing possible splitting rules
in many of these early methods, although others used criteria such as distance mea-
sures between Kaplan-Meier curves or model based statistics. Tree pruning procedure
is also a necessary and benecial procedure to prevent overtting. However, the perfor-
mance of these methods are limited by their single tree structure. Ensemble methods
signicantly improve the prediction accuracy in survival tree modeling. Recent devel-
opments in this line including Hothorn et al. (2006) who utilize inverse probability of
censoring weights (Van der Laan and Robins, 2003) to avoid censored observations,
and Ishwaran et al. (2008) who employ random splitting rules and predict cumulative
hazard functions. Our proposed recursively imputed survival trees (Zhu and Kosorok,
2012) updates censored observations to a model-based conditional failure time and ret
the model. These extra failure observations help to build deeper trees and also modify
the probability of using a strong variable as splitting rule. However, when the model
structure is complicated and the dimension is large, the imputation may not always
benet. On the other hand, the proposed reinforcement learning trees survival model
suits better in these scenarios.
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Chapter 2
Recursively imputed survival trees
2.1 Introduction
My rst dissertation topic is recursively imputed survival tree (RIST) regression
for right-censored data. This new nonparametric regression procedure uses a novel im-
putation approach combined with extremely randomized trees that allows signicantly
better use of censored data then previous tree based methods, yielding improved model
t and reduced prediction error. The proposed method can also be viewed as a type
of Monte Carlo EM algorithm which generates extra diversity in the tree-based tting
process. Simulation studies and data analyses demonstrate the superior performance of
RIST compared to previous methods. This work is published in Journal of the Amer-
ican Statistical Association, 2012. The content of this part remains mostly unchanged
from the published version, although some new ndings and interpretations are added
in the discussion section.
After reviewing some existing methods, an important question we could ask our-
selves at this point is: what is the maximum information that can be extracted from
censored survival data? We could also ask: is it possible to obtain as much information
as is contained in non-censored survival data? And if not, what is the best we can do?
These questions motivated us to develop an updating procedure that could extrapo-
late the information contained in a censored observation so that it could eectively be
treated as uncensored. This basic idea is also motivated by the nature of tree model
tting which requires a minimum number of observed failure events in each terminal
node. Consequently, censored data is in general hard to utilize, and information carried
by censored observations is typically only used to calibrate the risk sets of the log-rank
statistics during the splitting process. Motivated by this issue, we have endeavored to
develop a method that incorporates the conditional failure times for censored obser-
vations into the model tting procedure to improve accuracy of the model and reduce
prediction error. The main diculty in doing this is that calculation and generation
of the conditional failure times requires knowledge of model structure. To address this
problem, we propose an imputation procedure that recursively updates the censored
observations to the current model-based conditional failure times and rets the model
to the updated dataset. The process is repeated several times as needed to arrive at a
nal model. We refer to the resulting model predictions as recursively imputed survival
trees (RIST).
Although imputation for censored data has been mentioned in the non-statistical
literature (as, for example, in Hsieh (2007); and Tong et al. (2006), the proposed use of
censored observations in RIST to improve tree-based survival prediction is novel. The
primary benets of RIST are three-fold. First, since the censored data is modied to
become eectively observed failure time data, more terminal nodes can be produced and
more complicated tree-based models can be built. Second, the recursive form can be
viewed as a Monte Carlo EM algorithm Wei and Tanner (1990) which allows the model
structure and imputed values to be informed by each other. Third, the randomness
in the imputation process generates another level of diversity which contribute to the
accuracy of the tree-based model. All of these attributes lead to a better model t and
reduced prediction error.
To evaluate the performance of RIST and compare with other popular survival
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methods, we utilize four forms of prediction error: Integrated absolute dierence and
supremum absolute dierence of the survival functions, integrated Brier score (Graf
et al., 1999; Hothorn et al., 2004) and the concordance index (used in Ishwaran et al.
(2008)). The rst two prediction errors for survival functions can be viewed as L1
and L1 measures of the functional estimation bias. Note that the Cox model uses the
hazard function as a link to the eect of covariates, so one can use the hazard function
to compare two dierent subjects. Tree-based survival methods, in contrast, do not
enjoy this benet. To compare the survival of two dierent subjects and also calculate
the concordance index error, we propose to use the area under the survival curve which
can be handy in a study that runs for a limited time. Note that this would also
be particularly useful for Q-learning applications when calculating the overall reward
function based on average survival (Zhao et al., 2009).
The remainder of this part of the dissertation is organized as follows: In Section 2.2,
we introduce the data set-up, notation, and model. In Section 2.3, we give the detailed
proposed algorithm and some additional rationale behind it. Section 2.4 uses simula-
tion studies to compare our proposed method with existing methods such as Random
Survival Forests (Ishwaran et al., 2008), conditional inference Random Forest (Hothorn
et al., 2006), and the Cox model with regularization (Friedman et al., 2010), and
discusses pros and cons of our method. Section 2.5 applies our method to two cancer
datasets and analyzes the performance. The paper ends with a discussion in Section 2.6
of related work, including conclusions and suggestions for future research directions.
2.2 Data set-up and model
The proposed recursively imputed survival tree (RIST) regression applies to right
censored survival data. To facilitate exposition, we rst introduce the data set-up and
notation. Let X = (X1; :::; Xp) denote a set of p covariates from a feature space X .
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The failure time T given X = x is generated from the distribution function Fx().
For convenience, we denote the survival function as Sx() = 1   Fx(). The censoring
time C given X = x has conditional distribution function Gx(). The observed data
are (Y; ;X), where Y = min(T;C) and  = IfT  Cg. Throughout this article we
assume a conditionally independent censoring mechanism which posits that T and C
are independent given covariates X. We also assume that there is a maximum length of
follow-up time  . A typical setting where this arises is under progressive type I censoring
where survival is measured from study entry, and one observes the true survival times
of those patients who fail by the time of analysis and censored times for those who
do not. In this case, the censoring time Ci can be viewed as the maximum possible
duration in the study for subject i, i = 1; : : : ; n. The survival time Ti for this subject
follows survival distribution Sxi which is fully determined by Xi = (Xi1; :::; Xip). If Ti
is less than Ci, then Yi = Ti and i = 1 is observed; otherwise, Yi = Ci and i = 0 is
observed. Using a random sample of size n, RIST can estimate the eects of covariate
X on both the survival function and expectation of T (truncated at ).
2.3 Proposed Method and Algorithm
2.3.1 Motivation and Algorithm outline
In this section we give a detailed description of our proposed recursively imputed
survival tree (RIST) algorithm and demonstrate the unique and important features.
One of the important ideas behind this method is an imputation procedure applied to
censored observations that more fully utilizes all observations. This extra utilization
helps improve the tree structures through a recursive form of model tting, and it also
enables better estimates of survival time and survival function.
The imputation procedure is motivated by a fact about censored data. Specically,
a censored observation will always fall into one of the following categories: The true
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survival time T is larger than study time  so that we would not observe it even if
the subject started at time 0 and was followed to the end of study; Alternatively, the
true survival time T is less than  so that we would observe the failure if the subject
started at time 0 and there was no censoring prior to end of study. However, such a
fact is masked whenever a subject is censored. Hence, the key questions are how to
classify censored observations and how to impute values for them if they fall into either
category.
Figure 2.1: A Graphical demonstration of RIST
We will begin our algorithm with a graphical view (Figure ??) followed by a high-
level illustration of the framework (Table 2.1), then a detailed description of each step
will be given in subsequent sections: Survival tree model tting (Section 2.3.2), Con-
ditional survival distribution (Section 2.3.3), One-step imputation for censored obser-
vations (Section 2.3.4), Ret imputed dataset and further calculation (Section 2.3.5),
and Final prediction (Section 2.3.6).
2.3.2 Survival tree model tting
The extremely randomized tree (ERT) model is tted to the initial training set
to assess the model structure. The substantial dierences between ERT and Breiman
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Table 2.1: Algorithm for tree tting
1. Survival tree model tting: Generate M extremely randomized survival trees
for the raw training data set under the following settings:
a) For each split, K candidate covariates are randomly selected from p covariates,
along with random split points. The best split, which provides the most distinct
daughter nodes, is chosen.
b) Any terminal node should have no less than nmin > 0 observed events.
2. Conditional survival distribution: A conditional survival distribution is calcu-
lated for each censored observation.
3. One-step imputation for censored observations: All censored data in the
raw training data set will be replaced (with correctly estimated probability) by one
of two types of observations: either an observed failure event with Y <  , or, a
censored observation with Y =  .
4. Ret imputed dataset and further calculation: M independent imputed
datasets are generated according to 3, and one survival tree is tted for each of
them using 1.a) and 1.b).
5. Final prediction: Step 2{4 are recursively repeated a specied number of times
before nal predictions are calculated.
(2001)'s Random Forests approach are that, rst, the splitting value is chosen fully at
random; second, the whole training set is used instead of only bootstrap replicates. M
independent trees are t to the entire training dataset as follows. For each tree, when
reaching a node to split, K covariates along with one random split point per covariate
are chosen from all non-constant covariates (splitting will stop if all covariates are
constant). In our model tting, the log-rank test statistic is used to determine the best
split among the K covariates which provides the most distinct daughter nodes. Once
a split has been selected, each terminal node is split again using the same procedure
until no further splitting can be done without causing a terminal node to have fewer
than nmin events (i.e. observations with  = 1). We will treat each terminal node as a
group of homogeneous subjects for purposes of estimation and inference.
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2.3.3 Conditional survival distribution
Calculations of conditional survival functions will be made rst on the node level,
then averaged over all M trees. For the lth terminal node in the mth tree, since there
are at least nmin failure events, a Kaplan-Meier estimate of the survival function can be
calculated within the node, which we denote by S^lm(t), where t 2 [0;  ]. Noticing that
for any particular subject, that subject eventually falls into only one terminal node for
each tted tree model, we can drop the index \l". Hence we denote the single-tree
survival function by S^im for the i
th subject. Averaging over M trees, we have the forest
level survival function S^i =
1
M
PM
m=1 S^
i
m. Now, given a subject i that is censored at
time c, i.e., Yi = c and i = 0, one can approximate the conditional probability of
survival, P (Ti > tjTi > c), by
si =
8><>: 1 if t 2 [0; c]S^i(t)=S^i(c) if t 2 (c;  ] (2.1)
Furthermore, we force si (+) = 0 by imposing a point mass at time  . This point mass
will represent the probability that the conditional failure time is larger than  .
2.3.4 One-step imputation for censored observations
When subject i is censored, the true survival time Ti is larger than Ci. However, if
the subject is followed from the beginning of study (time 0), one and only one of the
following two situations can happen: this subject could survive longer than the study
length  and we would not observe the failure time even if uncensored; or the subject
could actually fail before the end of study. We now propose a one-step imputation
procedure for these censored observations. The purpose of this one-step imputation is
to unmask the above dierence by utilizing the conditional survival function calculated
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in Section 2.3.3. To do so, we generate a new observation Y i from this distribution
function and treat it as the observed value if the subject were followed from time 0. Due
to the construction of si , Y

i must be between Yi and  . If Y

i <  , then we assume
that Ti is less than  , and we replace Yi by this new observation Y

i with censoring
indicator i = 1. If Y

i =  , then we assume that the subject has Ti greater than  ,
and we replace Yi by  with censoring indicator 

i = 0. This updating procedure is
independently applied to all censored observations. This gives us a one-step imputed
dataset. Note that the observed failure events in the dataset are not modied by this
procedure.
2.3.5 Ret imputed dataset
Using the imputation procedure that we introduced in section 2.3.4, we indepen-
dently generate M imputed datasets, and t a single extremely randomized tree to
each of them. We pool the M trees to assess the new model structure and survival
function estimations. Subsequently, the new conditional censoring distribution can be
calculated for each censored observation in the original dataset conditional on their
corresponding original censoring value. The original censored observations can thus be
again imputed. A new set of imputed datasets can be then generated to assess the next
cycle model structure. Hence, a recursive form is established by repeating the model
tting procedure and imputation procedure. Note the term \original" here refers to
the raw dataset before imputation. In other words the \conditional survival function"
is always conditional on the original censoring time Yi.
Interestingly, at this stage, all observations are either observed failure events or
eectively censored at  . The traditional Kaplan-Meier estimator will reduce to a
simple empirical distribution function estimator. Details of this empirical distribution
function estimator will be given in the following section.
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This recursive approach can be repeated multiple times prior to the nal step. Each
time, the imputation is obtained by applying the current conditional survival function
estimate to the original censored observations. We denote the process involving q
imputations as q-fold RIST, or simply RIST q.
2.3.6 Final prediction
The nal prediction can be obtained by calculating node level estimation and then
averaging over all trees in the nal model tting step. For a given new subject with
covariates Xnew = (Xnew1 ; :::; X
new
p ), denote S
new() to be the true survival function
for this subject. Dropping this subject down the mth tree, it eventually falls into a
terminal node (which we label as node l). Note that all the observations in this node
are either observed events before  , or censored at  , and we will treat all observations
in a terminal node as i.i.d. samples from the same distribution. To estimate Snew(t),
we employ an empirical type estimator which can be expressed, in the mth tree, as
S^newm (t) =
P
i2 node l
IfYi>tg
'm(l)
where 'm(l) denotes the size of node l in the m
th tree. Then
the nal prediction can be calculated as follows:
and S^new(t) =
1
M
MX
m=1
S^newm (t): (2.2)
2.4 Simulation Studies
In this section, we use simulation studies to compare the prediction accuracy of RIST
with three existing methods, including two popular tree-based models and the Cox mod-
el with regularization. Random Survival Forests (Ishwaran et al., 2008) and conditional
inference Random Forest (Hothorn et al., 2006) are both constructed based on Breiman
(2001)'s Random Forests algorithm. The Random Survival Forests (RSF) constructs
an ensemble of cumulative hazard functions. The conditional inference Random Forest
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(RF) approach utilizes inverse probability of censoring (IPC) weights (Van der Laan
and Robins, 2003) and analyzes right censored survival data using log-transformed
survival time. The above two methods are implemented through R-packages \random-
SurvivalForest" and "party". It also interesting to compare our method to the Cox
model with regularization. Although the Cox model has signicant advantages over
tree-based models when the proportional hazards model is the true data generator, it
is still important to see the relative performance of tree-based models under such cir-
cumstances. The Cox model ttings are implemented through the R-package \glmnet"
(Friedman et al., 2010; Simon et al., 2011).
2.4.1 Simulation settings
To fully demonstrate the performance of RIST, we construct the following ve
scenarios to cover a variety of aspects that usually arise in survival analysis. The
rst scenario is an example of the proportional hazards model where the Cox model is
expected to perform best. The second and third scenarios represent mild and severe
violations of the proportional hazards assumption. The censoring mechanism is another
important feature that we want to investigate. In Scenario 4, both survival times and
censoring times depend on covariate X, however, they are conditionally independent.
Scenario 5 is an example of dependent censoring where censoring time not only depends
on X but is also a function of survival time T . Although this is a violation of our
assumption, we want to demonstrate the robustness of RIST. Now we describe each of
our simulation settings in detail:
Scenario 1: A proportional hazards model adapted from Section 4 of Ishwaran
et al. (2008), we let p = 25 and X = (X1; :::; X25) be drawn from a multivariate
normal distribution with covariance matrix V , where Vij = 
ji jj and  is set to 0:9.
Survival times are drawn independently from an exponential distribution with mean
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 = b0
P20
i=11 xi, where b0 is set to 0.1. Censoring times are drawn independently from
an exponential distribution with mean set to half of the average of . Study length 
is set to 4. Sample size is 200 and the censoring rate is approximately 30%.
Scenario 2: We draw 10 i.i.d. uniform distributed covariates and use link function
 = sin(x1  ) + 2 jx2   0:5j + x33 to create a violation of the proportional hazards
assumption. Survival times follow an exponential distribution with mean . Censoring
times are drawn uniformly from (0; ) where  = 6. Sample size is 200 and the censoring
rate is approximately 24%.
Scenario 3: Let p = 25 and X = (X1; :::; X25) be drawn from a multivariate normal
distribution with covariance matrix V , where Vij = 
ji jj and  is set to 0:75. Survival
times are drawn independently from a gamma distribution with shape parameter  =
0:5+0:3jP15i=11 xij and scale parameter 2. Censoring times are drawn uniformly from
(0; 1:5  ) and the study length  is set to 10. Sample size is 300 and the censoring
rate is approximately 20%.
Scenario 4: We generate a conditionally independent censoring setting where p =
25 and X = (X1; :::; X25) are drawn from a multivariate normal distribution with
covariance matrix V , where Vij = 
ji jj and  is set to 0:75. Survival times are drawn
independently from a log-normal distribution with mean set to  = 0:1  jP5i=1 xij +
0:1 jP25i=21 xij. Censoring times follow the same distribution with parameter +0:5.
Study length  is set to 4. Sample size is 300 and the censoring rate is approximately
32%.
Scenario 5: This is a dependent censoring example. We let p = 10 and X =
(X1; :::; X10) be drawn from a multivariate normal distribution with covariance matrix
V , where Vij = 
ji jj and  is set to 0:2. Survival times T are drawn independently from
an exponential distribution with mean  = e
x1+x2+x3
(1+ex1+x2+x3)
. A subject will be censored at
one third of the survival time with probability =2. The study length  = 2, sample
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size is 300 and the censoring rate is approximately 27%.
2.4.2 Tuning parameter settings
All three tree-based methods oer a variety of tuning parameter selections. To
make our comparisons fair, we will equalize the common tuning parameters shared by
all methods and set the other parameters to the default. According to Geurts et al.
(2006); Ishwaran et al. (2008) the number of covariates considered at each splitting,
K, is set to the integer part of
p
p where p is the number of covariates. For RIST and
RSF, the minimal number of observed failures in each terminal node, nmin, is set to 6.
The counterpart of this quantity in the RF, minimal weight for terminal nodes is set to
the default. For RSF and RF, 1000 trees were grown. Two dierent splitting rules are
considered for RSF: the log-rank splitting rule and the random log-rank splitting rule
(see Section 6 in Ishwaran et al. (2008)). In the RF, a Kaplan-Meier estimate of the
censoring distribution is used to assign weights to the observed events. The imputation
process in RIST can be done multiple times before reaching a nal model. Here we
consider 1, 3, and 5 imputation cycles with M = 50 trees in each cycle (namely 1-fold,
3-fold, and 5-fold RIST).
The Cox models are t with penalty term P() = [(1  )=2jjjj22 + jjjj]. We
use the lasso penalty by setting  = 1. The best choice for  is selected using the
default 10-fold cross-validation.
2.4.3 Prediction Error
The survival function is the major estimation target in all tree-based methods and
can be easily calculated for the Cox model. We rst dene 3 prediction errors for sur-
vival function estimations as follows: Integrated absolute error and supremum absolute
error can be viewed as L1 and L1 measures of the survival function estimation error.
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To be more specic, let S(t) denote the true survival function and let S^(t) denote its
estimate. Integrated absolute error is dened as
R 
0
jS(t)  S^(t)jdt and Supremum ab-
solute error is dened as sup
0t
jS(t)  S^(t)j. Noticing that both measurements require
knowledge of the true data generator, which is typically not known in practice, we
also utilize the widely adopted integrated Brier score (Graf et al., 1999; Hothorn et al.,
2006) as a measure of performance since it can be calculated from observed data only.
The Brier score for censored data at a given time t > 0 is dened as
BS(t) =
1
N
NX
i=1
f (S^(tjXi))2I(Yi  t ^ i = 1)G^(Yi) 1
+(1  S^(tjXi))2I(Yi > t)G^(Yi) 1 g; (2.3)
where G^() denotes the Kaplan-Meier estimate of the censoring distribution. The inte-
grated Brier score is further given by
IBS = max(Yi)
 1
Z max(Yi)
0
BS(t)dt: (2.4)
In the simulation study validation set, where the failure times are fully observed, G^(t)
reduces to 1 and  = 1. The integrated Brier score can then be viewed as a degenerate
version of an L2 measure of the survival function estimation error. In our simulations,
the Brier score is only calculated up to the maximum study length  since there is no
information available beyond  in the training dataset. Hence the integrated Brier score
in our simulation study is dened by IBS =  1
R 
0
BS(t)dt. Note that this denition
will also prevent errors at large t from dominating the results.
The fourth prediction error that we utilize is Harrell's concordance index (C-index)
(Harrell Jr et al., 1982; Ishwaran et al., 2008) which can also be used with observed data
only. The C-index provides a nonparametric estimate of the correlation between the
estimated and true observed values based on the survival risks of a pair of randomly
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selected subjects. To compare the risks of two subjects, RIST uses area under the
predicted survival curve; RSF uses cumulative survival function; the RF uses predicted
survival time; and the Cox model uses the link function. A detailed calculation of the
C-index algorithm is given in Ishwaran et al. (2008), and the prediction error is dened
as 1 minus the C-index.
2.4.4 Simulation results
Each simulation setting is replicated 500 times and results are presented in the
following tables. For convenience, within each scenario, we use the best method in
terms of performance as the reference group which we rescale to 1. Prediction errors
for all other methods are scaled and presented as a ratio to the reference group, i.e.
prediction errors larger than 1 will indicate a worse performance. The last column is
the original scale multiplier. Major ndings are summarized below:
1. In all simulation settings with survival function prediction error, RIST performs
better than the other two tree-based methods and the improvements are sig-
nicant. For example, under the proportional hazards model (Scenario 1) with
integrated absolute error of the survival function (Table 2), RSF0 and RF perfor-
m 37.7% and 68.9% worse than RIST respectively. In all other scenarios, RIST
performs at least 19% better than RSF and the improvements can be up to 31.4%
better in terms of this error measurement. For supremum error, RIST performs
21:6  55:5% better than RF and improvements over RSF generally lie between
10  20%. Improvements in terms of integrated Brier score are less impressive
due to the large variability when generating the survival times, however, perfor-
mances of RIST are uniformly better than RSF and RF.
2. Results for comparing RIST with the Cox model can vary from situation to situa-
tion. In Scenarios 3 and 4 where the proportional hazards assumption is severely
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violated, performance of the Cox model can be over 40% worse than RIST in
terms of both integrated and supremum survival error. On the other hand, un-
der the proportional hazards model, the Cox model performs 26.4% better than
RIST. However, when compared to RSF0 and RF (which 74.1% and 113.5% worse
than the Cox model), RIST still shows a much stronger performance relative to
the other tree-based methods.
3. If we focus on the worst performing scenario for each method, we can see that
the robustness of RIST is superior to any competing methods. In fact, RIST is
the most robust in terms of all three survival function estimation errors. And
RIST never falls into the \worst two" category in any situation using any error
measurement, whereas all other methods always, at some point, fail to compete
with the others (i.e., has largest prediction error).
4. 3-fold and 5-fold RIST generally perform better than 1-fold RIST, however,
higher-fold imputation does not always further improve the performance. The
reason is that after several cycles of imputation, the model structure tends to
have stabilized. This might also possibly be due to overtting in certain settings.
Scenario 5 represents a dependent censoring case which violates our model as-
sumptions, and slight overtting can be seen. This phenomenon indicates that
our imputation procedure is somewhat sensitive to the information carried by
censored observations, but not excessively so. Nevertheless, severe violation of
the independent censoring assumption could further downgrade the performance
of RIST.
5. For many simulation settings, the C-index errors are very close for all the methods.
Simulations show that the C-index is not as sensitive as other measurements. For
example, in Scenario 1 (the proportional hazards model) where the Cox model is
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clearly superior to any tree-based models, RSF1 still shows an even lower C-index
error than the Cox model. Hence interpretability of the C-index is sometimes
unclear.
6. Performance of the RF method is generally not as strong as the other approaches.
The likely reason is that this method utilizes inverse probability of censoring (IPC)
which relies heavily on the assumption that G(T jX) = P (C > T jX) is strictly
greater than zero almost everywhere. However, in real life study designs, such
as in clinical trials running for a predened period, this assumption is violated
(Hothorn et al., 2006). Under such circumstances, the estimation of mean survival
time would be expected to be biased.
Table 2.2: Integrated absolute error for survival function y
Prediction error based on 500 simulations
Settings Cox RSF0 RSF1 RF RIST1 RIST3 RIST5 Original Scale
1 1 1.741 1.753 2.135 1.281 1.268 1.264 0.172
2 1.047 1.253 1.217 1.153 1.022 1.009 1 0.378
3 1.464 1.190 1.314 1.358 1.006 1.000 1 0.791
4 1.201 1.195 1.281 1.270 1.016 1.005 1 0.320
5 1.081 1.316 1.243 1.213 1 1.006 1.008 0.118
Table 2.3: Supremum absolute error for survival function z
Prediction error based on 500 simulations
Settings Cox RSF0 RSF1 RF RIST1 RIST3 RIST5 Original Scale
1 1 1.364 1.361 1.788 1.151 1.150 1.151 0.073
2 1.075 1.120 1.014 1.216 1.002 1.003 1 0.112
3 1.438 1.113 1.157 1.375 1.001 1 1.001 0.139
4 1.250 1.134 1.103 1.340 1.002 1.000 1 0.142
5 1 1.323 1.238 1.399 1.198 1.204 1.206 0.082
y: Integrated absolute error for survival function is dened as
R 
0
jS(t)  S^(t)jdt.
z: Supremum absolute error for survival function is dened as sup
0t
jS(t)  S^(t)j.
RSF0 and RSF1 are Random Survival Forests using logrank and random logrank splitting rules
respectively. RIST1, RIST3, and RIST5 are 1-fold, 3-fold, and 5-fold RIST respectively.
As suggested by one of the reviewers, in addition to presenting mean prediction
errors, we also want to further analyze where the dierences occur in time over the
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Table 2.4: C-index error
Prediction error based on 500 simulations
Settings Cox RSF0 RSF1 RF RIST1 RIST3 RIST5 Original Scale
1 1.002 1.015 1 1.030 1.008 1.007 1.007 0.305
2 1.079 1 1.007 1.056 1.017 1.017 1.018 0.439
3 1.405 1.010 1.006 1.124 1.001 1.000 1 0.356
4 1.273 1 1.000 1.041 1.006 1.004 1.005 0.393
5 1 1.059 1.027 1.074 1.037 1.036 1.037 0.291
Table 2.5: Integrated Brier score
Prediction error based on 500 simulations
Settings Cox RSF0 RSF1 RF RIST1 RIST3 RIST5 Original Scale
1 1 1.038 1.037 1.135 1.018 1.017 1.017 0.125
2 1.009 1.008 1.007 1.020 1.000 1.000 1 0.130
3 1.101 1.022 1.041 1.094 1.000 1.000 1 0.128
4 1.044 1.018 1.032 1.063 1.001 1.000 1 0.124
5 1.059 1.021 1.014 1.028 1.000 1 1.001 0.116
RSF0 and RSF1 are Random Survival Forests using logrank and random logrank splitting rules
respectively. RIST1, RIST3, and RIST5 are 1-fold, 3-fold, and 5-fold RIST respectively.
study duration. Hence we plot the mean survival errors over time for two somewhat
typical settings: Scenario 1, the proportional hazards model; and Scenario 3, in which
the proportional hazards assumption is violated. The mean survival error over time
is calculated by averaging jS(t)  S^(t)j over all subjects in the validation set, and the
plot is the average over 500 simulation runs. As presented in Figure 2 (Scenario 1), the
Cox model performs uniformly best. Comparison among tree-based methods show that
RIST5 remains relative strong in performance under the proportional hazards model.
In Figure 3 (Scenario 3), RIST has a signicant improvement over all other competing
methods, and the improvements occur over the entire range of t. Due to violation
of the proportional hazards assumption, the Cox model has the worst performance in
this setting. One interesting fact that we observed is that, in many circumstances,
RSF estimations of the survival functions seem be unstable towards the end of study
duration and the prediction error is increased while all other methods tend to have
their prediction errors decreasing towards the end.
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Figure 2.2: Proportional Hazards Model
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Figure 2.3: Non-Proportional Hazards
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2.5 Data Analysis
In this section we compare RIST with RSF, RF, and the Cox model on two datasets:
the German Breast Cancer Study Group (GBSG) data and the Primary Biliary Cir-
rhosis (PBC) data. We use Brier score and integrated Brier score as the criteria for
comparison. The integrated Brier score, as we observed in the simulation studies, pro-
vides a slightly more sensitive measurement than the C-index. A random assignment
algorithm (a slight modication from Ishwaran et al. (2008)) is also being introduced
to handle missing covariate data in the PBC data section.
2.5.1 Breast Cancer Data
In 1984, the German Breast Cancer Study Group (GBSG) started a multi-center
randomized clinical trial to compare recurrence-free and overall survival between dif-
ferent treatment modalities (Schumacher et al., 1994). In this section we utilize this
dataset to compare RIST with other methods.
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2.5.1.1 Data description
By March 31, 1992, median follow-up time was 56 months with 197 events for
disease-free survival and 116 deaths observed. The recurrence-free survival times of
the 686 patients (with 299 events) who had complete data were analyzed in Sauerbrei
and Royston (1999). The p = 8 observed factors are age, tumor size, tumor grade,
number of positive lymph nodes, menopausal status, progesterone receptor, estrogen
receptor, and whether or not hormonal therapy was administered. There is no missing
data. This data-set has been studied by both Ishwaran et al. (2008) and Hothorn et al.
(2006) for tree types of model tting, hence we also utilize this dataset in our paper.
We randomly divide the dataset into two equal sized subsets, and then use one as
a training set and the other as a validation set. 500 independent training datasets
were thus generated and prediction error calculated according to the corresponding
validation sets. All parameter settings are identical to those given in Section2.4.2.
2.5.1.2 Results
We present the relative over-time Brier scores in Figure 4 (using 5-fold RIST as the
reference group, and subtracted from each method accordingly). The plot is constructed
so that worse performance compared to 5-fold RIST is above 0. The Brier score for
RF is signicantly distinct from other methods and its relative Brier score is over 0.15
more than RIST towards the end of study. Among all other methods, RIST and RSF0
performs similar, while RIST has lower Brier score at a majority of time points across
the entire range. The Cox model and RSF1 perform worse than the above two; however,
they both perform signicantly better than RF.
The boxplot for integrated Brier scores are shown in Figure 5. The boxplot for RF is
above the upper bound (with mean 0.2535 and 1st, 2nd, and 3rd quartiles 0.2438, 0.2529,
and 0.2623 respectively) and will not be presented in this plot. RIST performs best in
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terms of both mean and median integrated Brier score. The improvement compared to
the Cox model, RSF1 and RF, is signicant. RSF0 performs close to RIST, however
RIST5 has lower integrated Brier score than RF0 in 62.2% of the simulations, and out-
performs the Cox model and RSF1 in 78.8% and 93.8% of the simulations respectively.
A variable importance (Breiman, 2001; Ishwaran, 2007) analysis is done by using
the validation set to assess the variable importance measure. However, similar results
were found among all tree-based methods.
Figure 2.4: Relative Brier score
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Figure 2.5: Integrated Brier score
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2.5.2 PBC Data
The Mayo clinical trial of primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC) of the liver (Fleming
and Harrington, 2011) has long been famous and considered a benchmark dataset in
survival analysis. We compare the performance of RIST with other methods on this
dataset. A method for handling missing covariates is also introduced.
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2.5.2.1 Data description
This Mayo clinical trial study was conducted between 1974 and 1984 and the study
analysis time was in July, 1986. A total of 424 PBC patients, referred to the Mayo
clinic during that ten-year interval, met the eligibility criteria for the randomized tri-
al. 312 cases in the dataset participated in the randomized trial and contain largely
complete data and hence will be used in our analysis. The additional 112 cases did not
participate in the clinical trial and these data will not be used. The data contains 17 co-
variates including treatment, age, sex, ascites, hepatomegaly, spiders, edema, bilirubin,
cholesterol, albumin, urine copper, alkaline phosphatase, SGOT, triglicerides, platelets,
prothrombin time, and histologic stage of disease.
As with the breast cancer example, we randomly divide the PBC data set into a
training dataset and a validation set with equal sample size and independently repeat
this 500 times. Model parameter settings here are also the same as in the breast cancer
example.
2.5.2.2 Missing covariate method
Missing data is an issue in the PBC dataset. Among the 312 subjects, there are
28 subjects with missing cholesterol measurements, 30 with missing triglicerides mea-
surements, 2 with missing urine copper measurements and 4 with missing platelet mea-
surements. There are 276 subjects with complete measurements for all covariates. Our
algorithm for handling missing data is very similar to Ishwaran et al. (2008), where the
missing X values are randomly generated from the empirical distribution of the in-bag
observations in a node. Ishwaran et al. (2008)'s method will be implemented in both
RSF0 and RSF1.
Now We describe our missing data algorithm as follows: To nd the best splitting
variable from the K randomly chosen covariates, the test statistic for any variable Xp
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is calculated by omitting the subjects that have missing Xp value. When the splitting
variable is chosen and daughter nodes are built, those subjects with missing splitting
variable are randomly assigned to either daughter node with probabilities proportional
to the sizes of the daughter nodes. This random assignment algorithm is also applied
during the prediction process. Suppose we drop a subject with missing covariate Xp
down a single tree. Whenever Xp is required to determine which further node it falls
into, we randomly throw this subject into either node with probability proportional to
node size as described above.
2.5.2.3 Results
Similar to the Breast Cancer data analysis, we present the relative over-time Brier
scores in Figure 6 using 5-fold RIST as the reference group. The Brier score of RF
increases dramatically as time increases. We restrict our plotting frame so that we
can focus more on the dierences between the other methods. The Brier score of the
Cox model and RSF1 is higher than RIST5 at almost every time over the entire study
duration. RSF0 has higher prediction error than RIST5 at most time points, however,
it out-performs RIST5 towards the end of study.
The boxplot for integrated Brier scores are shown in Figure 7. We again restrict the
plotting frame so that for the majority of time RF will be above the upper bound and
dierences between other methods can be easily seen. RIST5 performs best, followed
by RIST3, RIST1, RSF0, the Cox model and RSF1. A t-test comparing RSF0 and
RIST5 shows that RIST5 is signicantly better with P-value < 0:001. In fact, in 65.2%
simulations, RIST5 has lower integrated Brier score than RSF0. Moreover, RIST5 out-
performs the Cox model and RSF1 in 87.8% and 99.6% simulation runs respectively.
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Figure 2.6: Relative Brier score
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Figure 2.7: Integrated Brier score
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2.6 Discussion
In this paper, we introduced recursively imputed survival trees (RIST), a novel cen-
soring imputation approach integrated with a tree-based regression method for right-
censored survival data. While preserving information carried by the censored observa-
tions (by calculating conditional survival distribution), the imputation method extends
the utility of censored observations and uses the updated conditional failure information
to improve model prediction. The regression procedure is built on the newly developed
tree method, extremely randomized trees (Geurts et al., 2006), which is an alternative
to Breiman's popular random forests method. Through a recursive algorithm, both
the model tting processes and the imputation processes aect each other, and the
performances of both improve simultaneously.
2.6.1 Why RIST works
Up to this point, we have only used simulations to demonstrate the performance
of RIST. It is important and interesting to discuss the motivation and driving force
behind our proposed method. Here we provide several explanations that will help
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further understand this new approach.
One potential advantages of RIST comes from the tree-based modeling point of view.
Since the entire training set is used to build each single tree, extremely randomized trees
can build larger models (i.e with more terminal nodes) compared to Random Forests
which use bootstrap samples. Furthermore, after the rst imputation cycle, additional
observed events are created which allow each tree to grow even deeper. One may wonder
whether this could cause over-tting; however, the random generation of the imputed
values provides sucient diversity which will help eliminate over-tting.
Moreover, we found that the Monte Carlo EM (MCEM) algorithm (Wei and Tanner,
1990; McLachlan and Krishnan, 2007) is the best way to explain our proposed procedure
theoretically. The random generation of imputed values can be viewed as the Monte
Carlo E-step without taking the average of all randomly generated sample points, while
the survival tree tting procedure is explicitly an M-step to maximize the nonparametric
model structure. The \random E-step" imputation procedure does not only preserve
the information carried by censored observations, but it also introduces an extra level
of diversity into the next-level of model tting. As is well known, diversity is one of the
driving forces behind the success of ensemble methods as has been addressed by many
researchers, including Breiman (2001); Dietterich (2000). An interesting phenomenon
of diversity can be seen when averaging the terminal node survival function estimation
over the forest. Figure 8 (of a subject from Scenario 2) shows that even though an
individual terminal node estimation (using nmin observed events) could have a high
variance or be largely biased, the overall forest estimation will still be very accurate.
In the most common ensemble tree methods, diversity can be created through taking
bootstrap samples and random selections of variables and their splitting values. With
independently imputed datasets, the patterns being recognized by each tree in a forest
will present an even greater level of diversity. The accuracy of survival function and
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conditional survival function estimations can therefore be even further improved.
Figure 2.8: Diversity and forest averaging
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The eect that we have seen over the imputation cycle can also be visually explained
as a \blurring eect" in optics: While each model tting step sums up all information
from adjacent observations of the target point in the feature space, similar eects also
happen to other adjacent observations simultaneously. The next imputation step allows
information from remote observations to be carried into adjacent censored observations
which can be used in calculating the target survival function estimation. Hence, over
several imputation cycles, the overall information that denes the target prediction
does not come solely from the partitioned neighborhood of the target point, it comes
instead from a \blurred" neighborhood that reaches out to a much wilder range.
Another reason that we realized later on is that by imputing the censored obser-
vations, the chance of using a signaled variable as splitting rule in the retted model
is slightly increased, since the imputation is based on the signals that are found in
the initial model tting. When the initial model is reliable, the imputation enhances
the inuence of the signaled variables. However, this might run into trouble when the
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initial model is not detecting the true signal correctly, such as in a high-dimensional
setting or when the model structure is too complicated. My third topic, reinforcement
learning trees for survival data, is proposed to solve this problem.
2.6.2 Other Issues
In multi-fold RIST, most of the improvement is gained during the rst several
imputation cycles. Additional recursive steps of RIST can help adjust the imputed
value and the tted model structure; however, the increments of improvement tend
to be small since the model structure stabilizes fairly quickly. Unfortunately, we do
not yet have explicit convergence criteria for RIST. However, based on our simulation
experience, it appears that 3-fold to 5-fold RIST generally performs best. Although
higher fold imputations perform reasonably well and may even be optimal in some
settings, over-tting also appears to be a possibility. In addition, as fold level increasing,
the computational intensity also increases. Hence, we do not recommend going beyond
5-fold RIST.
Another issue that has been addressed frequently in tree-based model tting is
the choice of splitting statistics. During our research, we examined the performance of
several alternatives to the log-rank statistic, including the supremum log-rank (Kosorok
and Lin, 1999) statistics. However, no signicant dierences in performance of RIST
were detected under the simulation settings that we presented.
Although it is not the focus of our paper, the missing data issue often occurs. Our
missing data algorithm is very similar to the approach given in Ishwaran et al. (2008).
However, the way we handle missing subjects can ensure that there are a sucient
number of non-missing subjects in each node. This is because we randomly categorize
the missing subjects into daughter nodes after the splitting has been done. For our
current method, we suggest removing any subject with missing Y value or missing
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censoring indicator. Although these data can be easily handled with the same logic
based on missing covariate classication, we feel that our censoring imputation method
relies somewhat on the accuracy of outcome variables, so that imputing subjects with
incomplete outcomes may eventually increase prediction error.
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Chapter 3
Reinforcement learning trees
3.1 Introduction
My second dissertation topic is a new type of tree-based regression method, re-
inforcement learning trees (RLT), which exhibits signicantly improved performance
over traditional methods such as random forests (Breiman, 2001). The innovations
are three-fold. First, the new method implements reinforcement learning at each se-
lection of a splitting variable during the tree construction processes. By splitting on
the variable that brings the greatest future improvement in later splits, rather than
choosing the one with largest marginal eect from the immediate split, the constructed
tree utilizes the available samples in a more ecient way. Moreover, such an approach
can be adapted to make high-dimensional cuts available at a relatively small computa-
tional cost. Second, we propose a variable screening method that progressively mutes
noise variables during the construction of each individual tree. The muting procedure
also takes advantage of reinforcement learning and prevents noise variables from being
considered in the search for splitting rules, so that towards a terminal node when the
sample size is small, the splitting rules are still constructed from only strong variables.
Last, we investigate asymptotic properties of the proposed method. We can show that
under the proposed splitting variable selection procedure, the constructed trees are con-
sistent. The error bounds for the proposed RLT are shown to depend on a pre-selected
number p0, where p0 is an educated guess of the number of strong variables which is
usually much smaller than the total number of variables p but at least as large as the
true number of strong variables p1. Hence when p0 is properly chosen, the error bounds
can be signicantly improved.
We introduce a new philosophy|reinforcement learning|into the tree-based model
framework. For a comprehensive review of reinforcement learning within the articial
intelligence eld in computer science and statistical learning, we refer to Sutton and
Barto (1998). An important characteristic of reinforcement learning is the \peek-at-
the-future" notion which benets the long-term performance rather than short-term
performance. The main features we will employ in the proposed method are: rst,
to choose variable(s) for each split which will bring the largest return from future
branching splits rather than only focusing on the immediate consequences of the split.
Such a splitting mechanism can break any hidden structure and avoid inconsistency by
forcing splits on strong variables even if they do not show any marginal eect; second,
progressively muting noise variables as we go deeper down a tree so that even as the
sample size decreases rapidly towards a terminal node, the strong variable(s) can still
be properly identied from the reduced space. One consequence of the new approach,
which we call reinforcement learning trees (RLT), as we will show later, is that the
convergence rate should not depend on p, but instead, it depends on a pre-specied
value p0 which is much smaller than p and larger than p1. Hence, when p0 is properly
chosen, the convergence rate can be greatly improved.
Another extension we bring with the proposed RLT is a high-dimensional cut which
uses a linear combination of variables to create a splitting rule. In traditional tree-
based methods, searching for a high-dimensional cut will dramatically increase the
computational intensity. However, with the pre-identication of important variables,
the cutting surface can be reasonably formed without exhaustive searching. In the
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simulation studies and data analyses presented later, we will examine the performance
of the newly proposed RLT with both one-dimensional and high-dimensional cuts and
show that the benet can be profound in some situations.
The part of the dissertation is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we introduce
the underlying model and notation to facilitate the formulation of our method. In
Section 3.3, we give details of the methodology for the proposed approach. Theoretical
results and their interpretation are given in Section 3.4. Most of the details of the proofs
will be deferred to the last section. In Sections 3.5 we compare RLT with popular
statistical learning tools, such as random forests (Breiman, 2001), BART (Chipman
et al., 2010), gradient boosting (Friedman, 2001) and GLM with LASSO (Friedman
et al., 2010), using simulation studies and real datasets. Section 3.6 contains some
discussion and gives rationale for both the method and asymptotic behaviors. Future
research directions are also discussed. The paper concludes with the proofs.
3.2 Statistical model
We consider a regression or classication problem from which we observe a sam-
ple of i.i.d. training observations Dn = f(X1; Y1); (X2; Y2); :::; (Xn; Yn)g, where each
Xi = (X
(1)
i ; :::; X
(p)
i )
T denotes a set of p variables from a feature space X . For the
regression problem, Y is a real valued outcome with E(Y 2) < 1; and for the classi-
cation problem, Y is binary outcome that takes values of 0 or 1. We also assume that
the expected value E(Y jX) is completely determined by a set of p1 < p variables. We
refer to these p1 variable as \strong variables", and refer to the remaining p2 = p  p1
variables as \noise variables". Without loss of generality, we assume that the strong
variables are the rst p1 variables, which means E(Y jX) = E(Y jX(1); X(2); :::; X(p1)).
The goal is to consistently estimate the function f(x) = E(Y jX = x) and derive asymp-
totic properties for the estimator. To facilitate later arguments, we use P to denote
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the set f1; 2; :::; pg.
3.3 Reinforcement learning trees
In short, the proposed reinforcement learning trees are traditional random forests
with a special type of splitting variable selection and noise variable muting at each
internal node. These features are made available by implementing a reinforcement
learning mechanism. Let us rst consider an example which demonstrates the impact
of reinforcement learning: Assume that E(Y jX) = I(X(1) > 0:5)I(X(2) > 0:5), so that
p1 = 2 and p2 = p   2. The diculty in estimating this structure with conventional
random forests is that neither of the two strong variables show marginal eects. The
immediate reward, i.e. reduction in prediction errors, from splitting on these two
variables is identical to the reward obtained by splitting on one of the noise variables.
Hence, it unlikely that, when p is relatively large, either X(1) or X(2) would be chosen as
the splitting variable. However, if we know in advance that splitting on either X(1) or
X(2) would yield signicant rewards down the road for later splits, we could condently
force a split on either variable regardless of the immediate rewards.
How we identify the most important variable at any internal node is to rst t at
that node an embedded random forest and acquire the associated variable importance
measures for all the covariates. Then we proceed to split the node using the most
important variable(s). When doing this recursively for each daughter node, we can
focus the splits on the variables which will be very likely to lead to a tree yielding the
smallest prediction error in the long run.
Unfortunately, since the sample size shrinks as we move towards a terminal node,
it becomes increasingly dicult to identify the important variables regardless of what
embedded model we are using. On the other hand, since we have variable importance
information in all the splits from the root node down to a terminal node, we should
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have a good idea about which variables are strong and which are not. Therefore,
we will utilize this information to progressively mute noise variables during the tree
construction process and to gradually restrict the search for splitting variables within
a subspace of the entire feature space as the internal node sample sizes get smaller.
The remainder of this section is structured as follows: We rst give a higher level
algorithm outlining the main features of the RLT method in Section 3.3.1 without
specifying the denitions of the subcomponents: embedded model, variable importance,
variable deletion, and high-dimensional split. Detailed denitions of these components
are given in subsequent subsections. In Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 we give details of how
to t the embedded model and calculate variable importance at each internal node. In
Section 3.3.4, we introduce a variable screening method that progressively mutes noise
variables at each internal node. In Section 3.3.5, we extend one dimensional splits to
high-dimensional splits by utilizing the available variable importance information at
each internal node.
3.3.1 Reinforcement learning trees
RLT construction still follows the general pattern for an ensemble of binary trees: we
rst draw bootstrap samples to t trees and then average. To construct a binary tree, a
splitting variable and a splitting value is determined at each internal node, starting from
the root node. This internal node is then split into two daughter nodes by grouping the
observations using the selected variable and splitting value. The algorithm stops when
the node sample size is suciently small. The key ingredient of RLT is the selection of
splitting variable and also the method of constructing daughter nodes. These special
features are carried out using the embedded model and variable importance measures.
Table 3.1 summarizes the RLT algorithm.
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Table 3.1: Algorithm for reinforcement learning trees
1. Draw M bootstrap samples from D.
2. For the m-th bootstrap sample, where m 2 f1; :::;Mg, t one RLT model bfm, using
the following rules:
a) At an internal node A, t an embedded model bfA to the data in A, restricted to
the set of variables f1; 2; :::; pgnPdA, i.e. PnPdA, where where PdA is the set of muted
variables at the current node A. Details are given in Section 3.3.2.
b) Using bfA, calculate the variable importance measure cV IA(j) for each variable X(j),
where j 2 P. Details are given in Section 3.3.3.
c) Split node A into two daughter nodes using either i) or ii).
i) For a one-dimensional split, use the variable with the largest variable importance
measure, namely argmaxj cV IA(j), as the splitting variable. The cut point c is
chosen randomly and uniformly. We call this method RLT1.
ii) For a high-dimensional split, a linear combination of variables is used. Details are
given in Section 3.3.5. We call this method RLTk, where k is the number of variables
used in the linear combination.
d) Update the set of muted variable set Pd for the two daughter nodes by adding the
variables with the lowest variable importance measures at the current node. Details
are given in Section 3.3.4.
e) Apply a){d) on each daughter nodes until node sample size is smaller than a pre-
specied value nmin.
3. Average M trees to get a nal model bf = M 1PMm=1 bfm. For classication, bf =
I

0:5 < M 1
PM
m=1
bfm.
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3.3.2 Embedded model
To assess the variable importance cV IA(j) for each variable j at any internal node A,
we must rst t an embedded model to the internal node data. Note that at the root
node, where the set of muted variables Pm = ;, all variables in the set P = f1; 2; :::; pg
are considered in the embedded model and their variable importance measures will be
assessed. However, as we move further down the tree, some variables will be muted
and Pm 6= ;, then the embedded model will be t using only the non-muted variable
set PnPdA. For the choice of the embedded model, we use random forests (Breiman,
2001). It is not necessary that random forests be used here. Alternatively, any learning
method which is veried to be consistent with a certain convergence rate, for example,
purely random forests, can be used to estimate the embedded model.
Suppose we are at an internal node A in the tree building process. To be specic,
when a one-dimensional split is used, any internal node A can be expressed as a hyper-
cube in the feature space, i.e. A = f(X(1); :::; X(p)) : X(j) 2 (aj; bj]  [0; 1]; for j 2 Pg.
Denote the samples at this internal node as DA = f(Xi; Yi) : Xi 2 Ag. We t a random
forests model, denoted by bf A, to the internal node data DA with only variables that
are in the set P n PdA. For convenience, we use all the default settings in Breiman
(2001) for the embedded random forests. To facilitate our later arguments, we denote
the number of trees in the embedded model as M and denote each tree as bf A;m, for
m 2 (1; 2; :::;M).
3.3.3 Variable importance
Since the purpose of tting the embedded random forests is to determine the most
important variable, we need to properly dene a variable importance measure V IA(j)
for each variable j 2 P at an internal node A and use the embedded model to calculate
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the estimate cV IA(j). The variable importance calculation in Breiman (2001) seems
to be a natural choice here since we use random forests as the embedded model. We
give the formal denition of the variable importance measure in the following. In
Section 3.4 and Appendix section, we will carefully investigate the properties of V IA
and the asymptotic properties of its estimate cV IA.
Denition 3.3.1. At any internal node A, denote ~X(j) as an independent copy gen-
erated from the marginal distribution of X(j) within A, the variable importance of the
j-th variable within A, namely V IA(j), is dened by:
E
 
f(X(1); :::; ~X(j); :::; X(p))  f(X(1); :::; X(j); :::; X(p))2jA
E
 
Y   f(X(1); :::; X(j); :::; X(p))2jA ;
where the E[jA] is a conditional expectation dened byE[g(Y;X)jA] = E[g(Y;X)jI(X 2
A)], for any function g.
In practice, following Breiman (2001)'s procedure, to calculate cV IA(j) for each
tted embedded tree, we randomly permute the values of variable j in the out-of-bag
(OOB) data (to mimic the independent and identical copy ~X(j)), drop these permuted
observations down the tted tree and then calculate the resulting mean squared error
(MSE) increase. Intuitively, when j is a strong variable, randomly permuting the values
of X(j) will result in a large cV IA(j), while randomly permuting the values of a noise
variable should result in little or no increase in MSE, so cV IA(j) should be small. HencecV IA(j) calculated from the embedded model can identify the variable with greatest
need-to-be-split in the sense that it explains the most variation in the outcome variable
Y in the current node (see Section 3.4). Another important property that we observe
is that for all the variables in the muted set PdA, since they are not involved in the
embedded model bf A, randomly permuting their values will not increase MSE. Hence,
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Table 3.2: Variable Importance
1. For the m-th tree bfA;m, m 2 (1; 2; :::;M), in the embedded model, do steps a){c).
a. Select the corresponding m-th OOB (out-of-bag) data which consists of the data
not selected in the m-th bootstrap sample.
b. Drop OOB data down the tted tree bfA;m and calculate mean squared error,
MSEA;m.
c. For each variable j 2 P n PdA, do the following:
i) Randomly permute the values of the jth variable X(j) in the OOB data.
ii) Drop permuted OOB data down the tted tree bfA;m, and calculate the permuted
mean squared error, PMSEjA;m.
2. Average overM measurements to get the variable importance measure for variable
j:
V IA(j) =
PM
m=1 PMSE
j
A;mPM
m=1MSEA;m
  1:
for j 2 PdA, we must have cV IA(j) = 0. Table 3.2 gives details on how to assess the
variable importance measure based on the embedded random forest estimator bf A.
3.3.4 Variable muting
As we discussed previously, with sample size reducing rapidly towards a terminal
node during the tree construction, searching for a strong variable becomes increasingly
dicult. The lack of signal from strong variables can eventually cause the splitting
variable selection to behave completely randomly, and then the constructed model is
similar to purely random forests. Hence, the muting procedure we introduce here is
to prevent some noise variables from being considered as the splitting variable. We
call this set of variables the muted set. At each internal node, we force pd variables
into the muted set, and we remove them from consideration as splitting variable at any
branch of this internal node. On the other hand, to prevent strong variables from being
removed from the model, we set a minimal number of p0 variables that we always keep.
This set of variables are called the protected set. We give the details of their denitions
in the following. Note that both the muted set and protected set will be updated for
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each daughter nodes after a split is done. We rst take a loot at the root node, then
generalize the procedure to any internal node.
At the root node: At the root node we have A = [0; 1]p. After selecting the
splitting variable, assume that the two resulted daughter nodes are AL and AR. Then
we sort the variable importance measures cV IA(j) calculated from the embedded modelbf A and nd the pd-th smallest value within the variable set P denoted by cV IpdA and the
p0-th largest value denoted by cV Ip0A . Then we dene:
 The muted set for the two daughter nodes: PdAL = PdAR = fj : cV IA(j)  cV IpdA g,
i.e. the set of variables with the smallest pd variable importance measures.
 The protected set P0A = P0AL = P0AR = fj : cV IA(j)  cV Ip0A g, i.e. the set of
variables with largest p0 variable importance measures. Note that the variables
in the protected set will not be muted in any of the subsequent internal nodes.
At internal nodes: After the muted set and protected set have been initialized
at the root split, we update the two sets in subsequent splits. Suppose at an internal
node A, the muted set is PdA, the protected set is P0A and the two daughter nodes are
AL and AR. We rst update the protected set for the two daughter nodes by adding
the splitting variable(s) into the set:
P0AL = P0AR = P0A [ fsplitting variable(s) at nodeAg:
Note that when a one-dimensional split is used, the splitting variable is simply argmaxj cV IA(j),
and when a high-dimensional split is used, multiple variables could be involved.
To update the muted set, after sorting the variable importance measures cV IA(j),
we nd the pd-th smallest value within the restricted variable set P n PdA n P0A, which
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value is denoted cV IpdA . Then we dene the muted set for the two daughter nodes as
PdAL = PdAR
= PdA [ fj : cV IA(j)  cV IpdA g n P0A:
Remark 3.3.2. There are two tuning parameters in the muting procedure, the number
of protected variables p0 and the number of extra muted variables at each split pd.
Ideally, we want to choose p0 = p1, which is the number of strong variable, hence the
strong variables can always be protected. pd can be any positive value less than p2, and
the noise variables will all be muted after nitely many splits. In practice, since we
have little information about how large p1 is, we want to set p0 to be a reasonable large
number, say
p
p for a high-dimensional situation. Our updating procedure will add a
strong variable into the protected set when it is used as a splitting variable. pd dose
not need to be a xed number. It can vary depending on jP n PdAj, which is the number
of nonmuted variables at each internal node. In Section 3.5 we will evaluate dierent
choices for pd such as 0 (no muting), 20%  jP nPdAj (moderate muting, which is suitable
for most situations), and 50%  jP n PdAj (very aggressive muting).
3.3.5 High-dimensional cuts
Using a linear combination of several variables to construct a splitting rule was
considered in Breiman (2001). However, the idea never achieved much popularity.
The major diculty is computational intensity. Exhaustively searching for a linear
combination of k < p variables means computing and comparing approximately nk
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dierent splitting possibilities (any k dimensional cut can be dened by k points in the
feature space, and there can be as many as n(n  1)    (n  k) possible ways to select
these k points: when n is large, this is approximately nk). By further considering the
possibility of drawing k from p total variables, it seems that the computational burden
overshadows the benet.
However, the proposed reinforcement learning splitting variable selection approach
reopens the possibility of a high-dimensional split. We develop our proposed high-
dimensional cut based on the following two facts. First, the splitting rule should only
involve important variables. Second, the magnitude of coecients in the linear com-
bination should be positively related to the variable importance measure. This means
that if we view the linear combination as an axis in a high-dimensional space, the axis
should lean more towards the strong variables (with large variable importance) and be
almost orthogonal to the noise variables (with zero variable importance).
Before presenting the algorithm for the high-dimensional cut, we dene two param-
eters that we use to control the complexity of a high-dimensional cut:
 k: The maximum number of variables considered in the linear combination. Note
that when k = 1, this simplies to the usual one dimensional cut.
 : The minimal variable importance, taking values in (0; 1), of each variable in
this linear combination in terms of the percentage of maximum cV I at the current
node. For example, if  = 0:5 and maxj(cV I(j)) = 10 at the current node, then
any variable with cV I less than 5 will not be considered for the linear combination.
The purpose of this parameter is to ensure that the high-dimensional cut does
not involve noise variables.
The high-dimensional split focuses on creating a linear combination of the form
XT, which can be viewed as a high-dimensional axis, where  is a coecient vector
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with dimension p 1. We can then project each observation onto this axis to provide
a scalar ranking for splitting. We rst give the denition of bj(A) for each j 2 f1; :::pg
at node A:
bj(A) = cV IA(j)  I[cV IA(j) > 0]  I[cV IA(j)  cV I(k)A ]
I[cV IA(j)   maxjcV IA(j)]  sign(X(j);Y (A));
where X(j);Y (A) is the Pearson's correlation coecient between X
(j) and Y within
node A.
Now we give the details of each component in bj(A). The rst component is simply
the variable importance measure of X(j). The second to the fourth component set
restrictions based on the value of cV IA(j), so that bj(A) is non-zero only if: cV IA(j)
is positive, larger or equal to the k-th largest cV I in the current node, and larger than
  100% of the largest cV I in the current node. These restrictions will eliminate all
muted variables and the variables with small cV I. The last component sets the sign ofbj(A) so that variables with the same trend have the same sign.
After having each bj(A), we can calculate XTi b(A) for each observation Xi in the
current node. This is precisely the scalar projection of each observation for ranking
mentioned above. We then select a random uniform splitting value c for this projection
to separate the current node into two daughter nodes: fi : XTi b(A)  c;Xi 2 Ag and
fi : XTi b(A) > c;Xi 2 Ag.
3.4 Theoretical results
In this section, we develop large sample theory for the proposed RLT method. We
only focus on the proof for one-dimensional splits (RLT1) in a regression problem with
xed muting parameters pd, and we assume that the number of protected variable p0
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is larger than p1, the number of strong variables. The main results are Theorem 3.4.7
which bounds below the probability of using strong variables as the splitting rule, and
Theorem 3.4.8 which established consistency and derives an error bound for RLT1. We
assume, for convenience in the proofs, that the covariates X are generated uniformly
from the feature space X = [0; 1]p. First, we need several other key assumptions.
Assumption 3.4.1. There exist a set of strong variables S = (1; :::; p1) such that
f(X) = E[Y jX] = E[Y jX(j); j 2 S] and P   @f
@X(j)
= 0

= 0 for j 2 S. The set of noise
variables is then Sc = (p1 + 1; :::; p). The true function f is Lipschitz continuous with
Lipschitz constant cf .
Remark 3.4.2. The requirements for the distribution of X and the feature space seem
restrictive, however, for any distribution with independent marginals, we can transform
the distribution into the required multivariate uniform distribution. A direct conse-
quence of this assumption is that, due to the construction of the splitting rules, any
internal node can be now viewed as a hypercube in the feature space X , i.e. any inter-
nal node A  [0; 1]p has the form
f(X(1); :::; X(p)) : X(j) 2 (aj; bj]  [0; 1]; for j 2 1; :::; pg: (3.1)
Through out the rest of this paper, we will use the terms \internal node" and \hyper-
cube" interchangeably provided that the context is clear.
We need to precisely dene how \strong" a strong variable is, not only globally, as
we did in Denition 3.4.1, but also locally at any internal node A. Thus we have the
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following assumption for the lower bound of variable importance:
Assumption 3.4.3. For any hypercube A dened in the form of Equation 3.1 with
the property that, for any strong variable j, min
i2fSnjg
(bi  ai)   > 0, there exist positive
valued monotone functions  1() and  2(bj   aj), such that the variable importance of
any strong variable j is bounded below by
V IA(j)
 2(bj   aj)   1(); (3.2)
where V IA(j) is as dened in Denition 3.3.1.
Remark 3.4.4. This assumption basically requires that the surface of f can not be
extremely at, however, this does not require a lower bound on
@f@X(j). It is easy
to verify Assumption 3.4.3 for a linear model, since the variable importance of a strong
variable j does not depend on the interval length of other variables. In this case, we
have  1()  1 and  2(bj   aj) = (bj   aj)2. If f is a polynomial function with any
kind of interaction, for small values of  and bj   aj,  1() and  2(bj   aj) can be
approximated by polynomial functions 1 and (bj   aj)2, where 2 is the lowest order
of X(j) in f , and 1 is the lowest order of all other variables in the interaction.
Assumption 3.4.5. With f(X) being the true underlying function, the observed value
are Yi = f(Xi) + i, where the is are i.i.d. with mean 0 and variance 
2. Moreover,
the following Bernstein condition on the moments of  is satised:
E(jjm)  m!
2
Km 2; m = 2; 3; :::; (3.3)
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for some constant 1  K <1.
Another assumption is on the embedded model. Although we use random forests
as the embedded model in practice, we do not want to rule out the possibility of using
any other kinds of embedded models. Hence we make the following assumption for the
embedded model, which is at least satised for purely random forests:
Assumption 3.4.6. The embedded model bf  tted at any internal node A with internal
sample size nA is uniformly consistent with an error bound: there exist some xed
constant 0 < K <1 so that for any  > 0, P

j bf    f j > A  C  e n(p)A K, where
0 < (p)  1 is a function of the dimension p, and the conditional probability on A
means that the expectation is taken within the internal node A. Note that it is reasonable
to assume that (p) is a non-increasing function of p since larger dimensions should
result in poorer tting. Furthermore, we assume that the embedded model bf  lies in a
class of functions F with nite entropy integral under the L2(P ) norm (Van Der Vaart
and Wellner, 1996).
Now we present two key results, Theorem 3.4.7 and Theorem 3.4.8. Theorem 3.4.7
analyzes the asymptotic behavior of the variable importance measure and establisheds
the probability for selecting the true strong variables and muting the noise variables.
For simplicity, we only consider the case that one RLT1 tree is tted to the entire
dataset, i.e M = 1 and the bootstrap ratio is 100%. For the embedded model, we t
only one tree using half of the data and calculate the variable importance using the
other half. We set the minimum sample size for each terminal node in RLT1 to be
n where 0 <  < 1. At each internal node, the splitting point c is chosen uniformly
between the q-th and (1 q)-th quintile of each variable, where q 2 (0; 0:5]. The smaller
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q is, the more diversity it induces. When q = 0:5, this degenerates into a model where
each internal node is always split into two equally sized daughter nodes.
Theorem 3.4.7. For any internal node A 2 An with sample size nA, where An is the
set of all internal nodes in the constructed RLT, dene bjA to be the selected splitting
variable at A and let pA denote the number of non-muted variables at A. Then, under
Assumptions 3.4.1, 3.4.3, 3.4.5, 3.4.6, we have,
a. P
bjA 2 S  1   C1e  1(nAn ) 2(nAn )n(pA)A =K1, i.e. with probability close to 1, we
always select a strong variable as the splitting variable.
b. P

V IA(bjA) > 2 maxj V IA(j)  1   C2e  1(nAn ) 2(nAn )n(pA)A =K2, i.e. for any
internal node in the constructed RLT model, the true variable importance measure
for the selected splitting variable is at least half of the true maximum variable
importance with probability close to 1.
c. The protected set P0A contains all strong variables, i.e. P (S 2 P0A) > 1 C3en(p)=K3.
Note that in the above three results,  1,  2, and the constants Ck and Kk, k = 1; : : : ; 3,
do not depend on pA or the particular choice of A.
As we discussed in Remark 3.4.4, for any polynomial function,  1() and  2(bj aj)
can be approximately represented by 1 and (bj   aj)2 . Since nA > n, we have
nA

n > n 1. Hence, to have the probability in Theorem 3.4.7 converging to 1, since
our model eventually only involves p0 variables, we need to tune the terminal node
size parameter  such that n( 1)1  n( 1)2  n(p0) ! 1, which requires that  >
1+2
1+2+(p0)=2
. For a linear model, we only need  > 2=(2 + (p0)). However, in some
worst case scenarios where f is relatively at,  has to be close to 1. This is in fact a
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very intuitive result because if, for example, f = (X(j))100, then we need a much longer
interval over X(j) to detect a positive variable importance measure.
To show consistency and an error bound for RLT, we verify that the entire RLT
is constructed using only strong variables provided  is properly chosen, and that the
total variation can be bounded by the variable importance measures at each terminal
node, which converges to zero eventually. The most important result at this juncture is
to show that the splitting variable selection process shrinks the strong variable interval
length to zero at all terminal nodes. On the other hand, the variable muting mechanism
relaxes the choice of  so that it only depends on p0 rather than p, hence the error bound
for RLT only depends on p0. To show this property, we separate the constructed RLT
into two parts: the rst (upper) part of the tree consists of all internal nodes with
sample size larger than n

, where  is a value between 0 and 1 such that  1(n
 1) 
 2(n
 1)  n(p) !1. Within this part of the tree, all noise variables are gradually
muted so that only p0 protected variables, which include all strong variables, remain
active in each node. Note that , unlike the terminal node size parameter , is not
a tuning parameter, but is an endogenous value determined by the true function f ,
the embedded model convergence rate , and p. By the properties of  1,  2 and
,  must be larger than . The second (lower) part part of the tree consists of
all subsequent nodes with sample size smaller than n

. Since in these nodes, the
embedded model only involves the p0 protected variables, we only need to tune  such
that  1(n
 1)  2(n 1) n(p0) !1, implying that  depends only on (p0), and thus
the convergence rate for RLT only depends on p0 and not p.
Theorem 3.4.8. Under Assumptions 3.4.1, 3.4.3, 3.4.5, and 3.4.6, E
h
( bf   f)2i =
Op(n
 C), where C is a constant that depends only on , q, and p1. Moreover, C is a
strictly monotone decreasing function in p1.
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Table 3.3: Parameter settings
Lasso 10-fold cross-validation is used with  = 1 for lasso and  is set to minimize cross-
validation error.
Boosting 10-fold cross-validation is used. Number of trees = 3000. Optimal number of
boosting iterations is determined by cross-validation.
BART All settings are default except, when p  n, the naive estimator b is used (as
implemented in Chipman et al. 2008).
RF All settings are default.
RF2 Select the top
p
p important variables from a single random forests model and ret.
RLTk M = 50 trees are t to each RLT model. We consider k = 1; 2; 5, namely RLT1,
RLT2 and RLT5. For each of these models, as mentioned in Remark 3.3.2, we
consider no muting (pd = 0), moderate muting (pd = 20%  jP n PdAj at any node
A), and aggressive muting (pd = 50%  jP n PdAj at any node A). To be on par with
RF2, we set the number of protected variables p0 to be
p
p. We also set terminal
node size nmin = n
1
3 .
3.5 Numerical studies
3.5.1 Competing methods and parameter settings
We compare our method with several major competitors, including the linear model
with lasso, as implemented in the R package \glmnet" (Friedman et al. 2008); random
forests (Breiman 2001), as implemented in the R package \randomforest"; gradient
Boosting (Friedman 2001), as implemented in the R package \gbm"; and Bayesian
Additive Regression Trees (Chipman et al. 2008), as implemented in the R package
\BayesTree". We also include another interesting version of random forests (RF2),
which ts the model, selects a set of most important variables, and rets using only
these variables. For our proposed reinforcement learning trees (RLT), we include nine
dierent versions, consisting of combinations of dierent tuning parameter values. The
details for all simulation settings are given in the following Table 3.3:
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3.5.2 Simulation scenarios
We create four simulation scenarios that represent dierent aspects which usually
arise in machine learning. Such aspects include size of dimension, correlation between
variables, and non-linear structure. For each scenario, we generate 200 training samples
to t the model and 1000 test samples to calculate the prediction mean squared error
(MSE). Each simulation is repeated 200 times, and the averaged MSE is presented. We
now describe each of our simulation settings in the following:
Scenario 1: Classication with small p. Set p = 10, and draw Xi independent
uniforms from [0; 1]p. Set i = (10 (Xi;1   1) + 20 jXi;2   0:5j), where  denotes
the standard normal c:d:f . Draw Yi independently from binomial(i).
Scenario 2: Non-linear model with correlated covariance. Set p = 100. To
impose correlation, draw Zi and Ri as independent uniforms from [0; 0:8]
p and [0; 0:2],
respectively. Set the covariate vector Xi = (Zi;1 + Ri; Zi;2 + Ri; :::; Zi;p + Ri) and
Yi = 10sin(Xi;1Xi;2) + 20(Xi;3   0:5)2 + i, where the i are i.i.d N(0; 1).
Scenario 3: Strong correlation and no marginal eect. Set p = 100, and
draw Xi independently from N(0p1;pp), where i;j = ji jj and  = 0:5, and
Yi = 5(Xi;10Xi;30) + i, where the i are i.i.d N(0; 1).
Scenario 4: linear structure with strong correlation and large p. Set p =
300, and draw Xi independently from N(0p1;pp). To increase correlation, we set
i;j = 
ji jj + 0:2  I(i 6=j) and  = 0:5, and Yi = 5(Xi;10 +Xi;20 +Xi;30) + i, where the
i are i.i.d N(0; 1).
The rst three scenarios all contain some non-linear eects which would not be
captured by the Lasso. Hence we expect the Lasso to perform worse compared to
other tree-based methods. However in Scenario 4, we expect the lasso to perform best
due to the underlying linear model. Also, under such a linear structure, RLT2 and
RLT5 should perform better than RLT1 since the linear combination split can utilize
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the samples in a much more ecient way. In all scenarios, we expect RF2 to perform
better than RF since the number of strong variables is always less than
p
p, and thus
the variable selection done in RF2 should be benecial.
3.5.3 Simulation results
Table 3.4 summarizes testing sample MSE for each simulation setting. In Figure
3.1, we choose three RLT methods, RLT1 with no muting, RLT2 with moderate muting
and RLT5 with aggressive muting, to plot against competing methods. There is clear
evidence that under almost all settings, the proposed splitting variable selection, high-
dimensional cut, and variable muting procedures all work individually and also work in
combination. In general, the results show preference towards RLTk methods in general,
although the method falls behind the Lasso for the linear model, which is expected.
RLTk methods show advantages over all competing methods on capturing the non-
linear eects in scenarios 1, 2 and 3. Scenario 3 provides an interesting illustration
of how the splitting variable selection works, as is shown by RLT1 under no muting,
where the MSE is reduced by up to 60:0%. When there are no marginal eects, and
when the dimension is reasonably high, none of the competing methods seem to be able
to capture a clear pattern. Even by reducing the dimension from 100 to
p
100 = 10,
as is done in RF2, random forests produce large MSEs. However, a slight signal in the
variable importance measure from the embedded random forests can push the splits
onto strong variables and improve the performance.
The improvement obtained from high-dimensional splits is also profound. In linear
models, utilizing high-dimensional splits can yield huge improvements over RLT1 es-
pecially when no muting is implemented. The MSE reduction obtained by going from
RLT1 to RLT5 is 39:0% (under no muting) in scenario 4. The reason is that under
such a structure, linear combination splits cut the feature space more eciently. When
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there is no linear combination structure, a high-dimensional split may not always be
benecial. As can be seen in scenario 3, although RLT's are signicantly better than
competing methods, both RLT2 and RLT5 perform slightly worse than RLT1. Howev-
er, the decrease in performance is slight because of the \" parameter enforced in the
splitting process. The resulting threshold on variable importance prevents too many
noise variables from being employed in the linear combination split.
When comparing dierent muting procedures, we also see interesting results. In
scenarios 1, 2 and 4, more aggressive muting procedures improve the performance of
RLT regardless of whether high-dimensional splits are implemented. In scenario 4,
the MSE is reduced by 38:9%, when going from no muting to aggressive muting for
RLT1, and by 29:9%, when going from no muting to moderate muting for RLT1.
An interesting case is scenarios 3, where the muting procedure harms the performance,
although the performance is still better than competing methods. Note that in scenario
3, a setting with no marginal eect and only two strong variables, a very aggressive
muting procedure appears to mute the strong variables early on so that they are ruled
out from the model. Considering that the embedded model (RF) is not especially
accurate in this situation, aggressive muting may not be a good choice for scenarios 3.
3.5.4 Data analysis example
The diagnostic Wisconsin breast cancer database (Mangasarian et al. 1995) has
been a popular dataset for evaluating machine learning. We obtained the data from the
UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository (http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/). The dataset
contains diagnostic results from 569 subjects, classed as either \benign" or \malignant".
A total of 30 features are computed from a digitized image of a ne needle aspirate
(FNA) of a breast mass. The features describe characteristics of the cell nuclei present
in the image, such as radius, texture, perimeter, area, etc. In our analysis of this data,
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Figure 3.1: Box plot of prediction Mean Squared Error
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Table 3.4: Prediction Mean Squared Error
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
RF 0.142 4.005 25.811 24.658
RF2 0.118 3.217 24.449 15.962
glmnet 0.257 4.191 26.100 1.099
BART 0.137 2.963 26.358 22.611
boosting 0.167 3.876 25.927 24.306
Muting RLTk
RLT1 0.106 2.831 9.774 14.271
No RLT2 0.100 2.698 10.209 9.103
RLT5 0.101 2.706 10.421 8.709
RLT1 0.098 2.658 11.644 10.009
Moderate RLT2 0.096 2.593 11.938 8.682
RLT5 0.096 2.597 11.917 8.525
RLT1 0.093 2.468 13.568 8.726
Aggressive RLT2 0.093 2.415 14.020 7.618
RLT5 0.093 2.408 14.045 7.556
we want to compare the performance of dierent methods and also demonstrate the
impact of increased dimension on prediction error.
The original data is standardized to let each covariate have mean zero and variance
one. We keep the exact same parameter settings given in section 4.1 and create an
independent set of new covariates to increase the total number of covariates p by 100,
200, 300, 400 and 500. These extra covariates are independent standard normal random
deviates. We then randomly sample 300 observations without replacement from the
total of 569 as the training dataset, and use the remaining observations as a testing
sample to compute the misclassication rate. Due to the high dimension, this procedure
is repeated 500 times and averaged to stabilize the results.
The misclassication rates are summarized in Table 3.5. We picked three RLT
method: RLT1 with no muting (the overall worst RLT method), RLT2 with moderate
muting and RLT5 with aggressive muting, and plotted them against competing methods
in Figure ??. When only the original 30 covariates are used, glmnet performs best with
a misclassication rate of 3:1%, followed by RLT5 with no muting (3:3%), all moderate
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muting RLT's (3:3  3:4%), BART (3:8%) and RLT2 with no muting (3:8%). As the
dimension reaches 530, RLT become the dominant methods with misclassication rates
in the range of 3:5  3:8%, except RLT1 with no muting and RLT2 with no muting.
glmnet (4:1%) and RF2 (4:4%) are the best two among the competing methods.
It is interesting to observe two sets of comparisons here: RLT1 with no muting vs.
RF; and aggressive RLT's vs. RF2. RLT1 with no muting and RF start o with simi-
lar performance when p = 30. However, as the dimension increases, the reinforcement
learning variable selection starts to show its benet and eventually reduces the misclas-
sication rate by 10:79% from RF. On the other hand, the misclassication rates for
both RF2 and aggressive RLT methods decrease in this simulation. Keeping in mind
that both methods will exclude a large proportion of variables, it is not surprising to
see this pattern. With only 30 covariates in the initial model, RF2 will only consider
the best 5 variables, and aggressive RLT's will mute, on average, 22.5 (75%) variables
in the rst two splits and only 5 variables are protected against muting. This causes
both of them to very likely miss some true strong variables. As p increases, the meth-
ods will eventually be able to t the model with the most strong variables included.
However, aggressive RLT's are uniformly better in this comparison regardless of the
implementation of high dimensional splits.
The plot also shows an important advantage of RLT: it performs consistently across
changing dimension, which means that it has good immunity to dimension. While being
the second best method at p = 30, RLT5 with moderate muting has its misclassication
rate increase by only 10:35% when p is increased to 530. This is quite impressive
compared to glmnet's increase of 33:64%, RF's of 24:33% and BART's of 50:58%.
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Figure 3.2: Misclassication rate by increasing dimension
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Table 3.5: Diagnostic Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset misclassication rate
p=30 p=130 p=230 p=330 p=430 p=530
RF 0.044 0.051 0.052 0.053 0.055 0.055
RF2 0.059 0.055 0.050 0.045 0.044 0.044
glmnet 0.031 0.039 0.040 0.039 0.041 0.041
BART 0.038 0.049 0.052 0.054 0.055 0.056
Boosting 0.059 0.059 0.060 0.060 0.060 0.060
Muting RLTk
RLT1 0.044 0.046 0.048 0.049 0.049 0.049
No RLT2 0.038 0.040 0.041 0.042 0.043 0.043
RLT5 0.033 0.036 0.037 0.038 0.039 0.038
RLT1 0.034 0.035 0.036 0.037 0.038 0.038
Moderate RLT2 0.034 0.035 0.035 0.036 0.037 0.037
RLT5 0.033 0.034 0.035 0.036 0.037 0.037
RLT1 0.051 0.036 0.035 0.035 0.036 0.036
Aggressive RLT2 0.051 0.035 0.034 0.035 0.036 0.036
RLT5 0.050 0.035 0.034 0.035 0.035 0.035
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3.5.5 Numerical study conclusion
In this numerical study section, we compared the performance of the proposed
RLT method with several popular learning tools. Under both simulated scenarios
and the Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset, the results favor RLT methods. There is
a signicant improvement over competing methods in most situations, however, the
results vary some depending on the choice of tuning parameters. RLT methods with
moderate muting generally perform the best and most stably across dierent settings,
and incorporating high dimensional splits seems almost always benecial. On the other
hand, when the dimension is relatively low, aggressive muting can sometimes cause
strong variables to be muted and harm the performance; when the dimension is high,
aggressive muting starts to show a noticeable benet. The behavior of dierent muting
procedures needs further analysis, and we do not suggest using aggressive muting, unless
the dimension is very high, due to its apparent instability in low-dimensional situation.
3.6 Discussion
We proposed reinforcement learning trees in this paper. By tting an embedded
random forest model at each internal node, and calculating the variable importance
measures, we can increase the chance of selecting the most important variables to cut
and thus utilize the available training samples in an ecient way. The proposed high-
dimensional splitting strategy extends the use of variable importance measures and
creates splitting rules based on a linear combination of variables. The variable muting
procedures further concentrates the splits on the strong variables at deep nodes in
the tree where the node sample size is small. All of these procedures take advantage
of Reinforcement Learning and yield signicant improvement over existing methods
especially when the dimensional is high and the true model structure is sparse. There
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are several remaining issues we want to discuss in this section including the choice of
tuning parameters, computational issue, and future research directions.
3.6.1 Choosing the tuning parameters
The number of trees M in RLT does not need to be very large to achieve good
performance. In all simulations, we used M = 50. The use of high-dimensional splits
(RLT2 and RLT5) seems benecial in most situations, and the drawbacks are negligible
even when there is no linear eect. Hence we recommend choosing k = 2 to 5 and using
 = 0:5. In all simulations, we use terminal node size equal to n1=3 which seems to
perform reasonably well. However, the optimal choice of  needs further theoretical
analysis. The choice for muting parameters seems tricky. Ideally, the choice of p0
and pd should depend on sample size n, dimension p, and even the performance of the
embedded model, which can be hard to evaluate. In general, we recommend using a
moderate muting procedure, i.e., pd = 20%  jP n PdAj at each internal node, and using
p0 =
p
p. However, the choice of these parameters is exible and should depend on the
setting. For example, when p is extremely large, a more aggressive muting procedure
should probably be used to force a sparse structure. These adjustments require testing
on a massive number of datasets and will be a focus area for our future research.
3.6.2 Computational intensity and R package \RLT"
The computational cost of RLT is higher than the original random forests, which is
expected since more computations need to be done at each internal node to search for
the optimal splitting variable. In a worst case scenario, RLT will t as many as n1 ,
0 <  < 1 embedded models if we require the terminal sample size to be at least n.
However, this is not entirely necessary because as splitting moves towards a terminal
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Table 3.6: Computational time of RLT (in seconds)
p=100 p=200 p=300 p=400 p=500
n=100 2.8 5.0 7.2 8.9 11.0
n=200 8.8 15.8 21.3 27.8 35.4
n=300 15.7 28.9 39.7 51.9 68.9
n=400 23.4 42.2 60.4 77.6 105.2
n=500 30.5 56.7 80.2 105.9 140.1
node, the sample size shrinks rapidly and will not require as much computation as
needed at root nodes. Hence, the number of trees in the embedded model can decrease
as the internal node sample size decreases. Moreover, the muting procedure eliminates
a large proportion of variables so that the embedded model takes less time to t. On
the other hand, RLT carries out high-dimensional splitting at little extra computational
cost, which compared to exhaustive searching, is much less computationally intensive.
The proposed methods is implemented in the R package \RLT" based on R3.0.1. The
current version of \RLT" is available at author's personal website http://www.bios.
unc.edu/~rzhu. Parallel computing and extremely randomized trees are implemented
to reduce the computational burden. The following table summarizes the computation
time in seconds for Scenario 3 with aggressive muting and no linear combination split
on a 4 core CPU.
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Chapter 4
Reinforcement learning trees for survival data
4.1 Introduction
In this third part of my dissertation, we extend reinforcement learning trees (Zhu
et al., 2012) to right censored survival data. Reinforcement learning trees demonstrates
signicantly improved accuracy especially under high-dimensional sparse settings. The
new proposed method translates the advantages of reinforcement learning trees into
the high-dimensional survival data setting and forces the constructed trees to focus
their splits on strong variables via two key components. First, at each internal node,
an embedded survival model is t to evaluate the overall variable importance using
integrated Brier score. The most important variable is used as the split, this contrasts
with traditional tree models where the variable with the largest marginal eect is used.
The proposed implementation signicantly increases the chance of a strong variable
being used as the splitting rule and hence results in improved accuracy. The second key
component is a muting process during the construction of each tree. The variables with
the smallest variable importance measures are gradually muted (not being considered
in daughter nodes) to prevent too many noise variables from entering the model and
resulting in improved model tting.
The framework of the survival model proposed in this paper is based on reinforce-
ment learning trees (RLT). In regression modeling, under mild conditions, RLT is shown
to have a convergence rate that does not depend on the original number of variables p
but instead on a pre-selected number of protected variables p0 (Zhu et al., 2012) that
can be signicantly smaller than p. Under high-dimensional sparse settings, this is a
very desirable property. We would like to believe that the proposed model should also
enjoy similar properties, however, the asymptotic behavior of the variable importance
measure requires further investigation and is beyond the scope of this paper. The ad-
vantage of using reinforcement learning is that it can break down potential interactions
in the true model structure (The checker-board model in Biau et al. (2008) and Zhu
et al. (2012) is a notorious such example), which is not always detectable using tradi-
tional tree-based models. We shall see from the simulation section that through the
embedded model and proper variable importance measure, the proposed method can
achieve a similar goal for right censored survival data.
4.2 Notation and the survival model
Let X = (X(1); :::; X(p)) denote a set of p covariates from a feature space X , and we
use P to denote the set f1; 2; :::; pg. The failure time T given X = x is generated from
the distribution function Fx(), and we let the survival function Sx() = 1 Fx(). The
censoring time C given X = x follows a conditional distribution function Gx(). Each
observation is a triplet (Y; ;X), where Y = (T ^C), and  = I(T  C). We observe a
sample of n i.i.d. training observations Dn = f(Y1; 1;X1); :::; (Yn; n;Xn)g. We further
assume a conditionally independent censoring mechanism which posits that T and C
are independent given covariates X. This assumption guarantees that the logrank test
statistics used in splitting criteria are asymptotically normally distributed, hence the
comparison between dierent splitting rules is appropriate. Another typical assumption
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in high-dimensional data is sparsity, which assumes that the survival function Sx(),
or equivalently the distribution function Fx(), is completely determined by a set of
P1 2 P variables, i.e. Sx() = S(jX(j) = x(j); j 2 P1). We denote the set P1 as the set
of strong variables and denote the set P2 = P n P1 as the set of noise variables.
4.3 Proposed Method and Algorithm
Follows the idea of reinforcement learning trees (Zhu et al., 2012), the proposed
method ts an embedded model at each internal node when searching for splitting
variable and associated cutting value. The embedded model should return the variable
importance measure for each variable and the one with the largest variable importance
is chosen for the split. Simultaneously, variable muting and protection processes are
also implemented based on these variable importance measures and the resulting muted
and protected set information is updated and passed along to the resulted two daughter
nodes. Each daughter nodes repeat the same process until the number of observed
failures is less than a pre-specied value. We begin this section by giving a pseudocode
of the proposed method (Section 4.3.1). The details of each component are given in
later subsections.
4.3.1 Reinforcement learning trees for right censored survival data
A high-level pseudocode is given in Table 4.1. We defer details of the embedded sur-
vival model (Section 4.3.2), variable importance measures (Section 4.3.3), and variable
muting (Section 4.3.4) to later subsections.
Remark 4.3.1. Bootstrapping plays an important role in random forests especially
when calculating the variable importance. For the single tree tted by a bootstrap sample,
the corresponding out-of-bag data (those observations not sampled by bootstrapping) are
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Table 4.1: Reinforcement learning trees for right censored survival data
Step 1 Draw ntrees bootstrap samples from Dn.
Step 2 For the m-th bootstrap sample, where m 2 f1; :::; ntreesg, t one RLT
survival model, using the following rules:
a. At the root node, set both the muted set Pd = ? and the protected set
P0 = ?, where ? denotes the empty set.
b. At each internal node A, including the root node, t an embedded survival
model (Section 4.3.2) using only the set of unmuted variables at the current
node A, P nPdA, and return variable importance measures cV IA(j) (Section
4.3.3), for each variable j 2 P n PdA.
c. Split the current node using variable label argmaxj cV IA(j), with the one
with the largest variable importance. The splitting value c is generated
uniformly from the current range of the splitting variable, however, with
a restriction that each resulted daughter nodes contains at least nmin=2
observed failures.
d. Update the muted set and the protected set (Section 4.3.4) and pass along
to both daughter nodes.
c. Stop a node when it contains no more than nmin number of observed
failures, and calculate the terminal node Kaplan-Meier survival function
estimator.
Step 3 Average ntrees single tree RLT survival models to obtain the ensemble
model t.
independent from the tted tree, hence the estimated prediction error is more reliable.
However, bootstrapping is not a must-have for ensemble methods. Fitting each tree with
the entire training data (Geurts et al., 2006) allows deeper and larger trees to be grown
and can sometimes lead to better model tting.
4.3.2 Embedded survival model
Why do we need an embedded model? In a traditional tree-based model,
when searching for the splitting variable, only a marginal eect is evaluated in the form
of an binary split I(X < c). In the regression setting, weighted variance reduction is
used, while in the classication setting, the Gini index is widely used (Breiman et al.,
1984). However, evaluating the marginal eect using these criteria can sometimes be
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problematic. The checkerboard structure described in Biau et al. (2008) and Zhu et al.
(2012) is one of these examples. Suppose in a regression mode, X(1) and X(2) are
independent uniform random variables and the mean of response E(Y ) = I(I(X(1) <
0:5) = I(X(2) < 0:5)). It is easy to verify that the variance reduction for splitting
either X(1) or X(2) is always 0 regardless of the choice of the splitting point. Hence in a
high-dimensional setting, it is less likely that either of them will be used as the splitting
rule. In tree-based survival models, the same hidden structure can also jeopardize the
accuracy of the tted model. The commonly used logrank test statistics as used in
Ishwaran et al. (2008) and Zhu and Kosorok (2012) can only assess marginal eects.
In a Cox model, if the hazard ratio contains the aforementioned structure, none of the
existing methods can eciently detect it. An embedded model can be benecial since
the variable importance measure gives an overall evaluation of the contribution rather
than only the marginal eect. Although the signal of X(1) and X(2) detected by the
embedded model might be very weak, it is enough to push the entire model to further
concentrate on these variables (for more intuition regarding the embedded model in the
regression setting, please see Zhu et al. (2012)).
Now we introduce the embedded survival model in Table 4.2 , which is a simple
extension of extremely randomized trees to right censored survival data. However,
we defer the variable importance measure to Section 4.3.3. This model has much in
common with Ishwaran et al. (2008), and can be viewed as a non-imputed version of
Zhu and Kosorok (2012).
Remark 4.3.2. Some tuning parameters are involved in both the embedded model, such
as the terminal node size nmin, the number of variable sampled at each split, mtry,
and the number of randomly generated splitting values, nsplit. Turning parameters can
play a important role in the accuracy of tree-based methods, hence, in the simulation
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Table 4.2: Embedded survival model
Step 1 Draw ntrees bootstrap samples from Dn.
Step 2 For each bootstrap sample, t a survival tree model using the following
rules:
a. At each node, randomly select mtry variables from the set P = f1; 2; :::pg
b. For each randomly selected variableX(j), randomly generate nsplit random
splitting value c within the range of X(j) in the current node. Calculate a
logrank test statistic using the group label I(X(j) > c). Note that if there
are less than nmin=2 observed failures in either group, that splitting rule
is discarded.
c. Compare the logrank statistics of allmtrynsplit combinations of splitting
variable and splitting value, and choose the one with the smallest p-value
as the splitting rule in the current node.
d. Split the current node into two daughter nodes according to the best s-
plitting rule and repeat a) - d) for each daughter node until there are no
more than nmin number of observed failures. At a terminal node, the
Kaplan-Meier survival function estimator is recorded.
e. Use corresponding out-of-bag data to calculate perdition error, and the
perturbed prediction error for each variable (Section 4.3.3).
Step 3 Average all single tree survival models to obtain the ensemble model t.
Average all single tree prediction errors to obtain the variable importance
measure (Section 4.3.3).
study, we try to compare dierent methods in several dierent tuning parameter settings.
However, our proposed RLT survival model is less sensitive to these mentioned tuning
parameters since the only information we obtain from an embedded model is the ranks
of variable importance, which are not largely aected by the tuning parameters.
4.3.3 Variable importance for survival tree model
The variable importance measure is an important component of reinforcement learn-
ing trees because a within-node variable importance evaluation is the key reason why
RLT performs better than random forests in the high-dimensional setting. Hence a
counterpart for the variable importance measure in the survival setting must be care-
fully dened. In the regression model, one can simply use the increment of mean
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squared error caused by perturbing a variable as the variable importance. However, it
is not possible to do the same in the survival setting due to censoring. Noticing that we
try to obtain the prediction error by comparing a single observation (either observed
or censored) with a survival function estimation, a natural choice here is the commonly
used integrated Brier score (Graf et al., 1999; Hothorn et al., 2006; Zhu and Kosorok,
2012). Some other types of prediction errors are discussed in Remark 4.3.3 below.
The Brier score for censored data at a given time t > 0 is dened as
BS(t) =
1
N
NX
i=1
f(S^(tjXi))2I(Yi  t; i = 1)G^(Yi) 1
+(1  S^(tjXi))2I(Yi > t)G^(Yi) 1 g; (4.1)
where G^() denotes the Kaplan-Meier estimate of the censoring distribution. The inte-
grated Brier score is further given by
IBS = max(Yi)
 1
Z max(Yi)
0
BS(t)dt: (4.2)
It is easy to see that when there is no censoring, the Brier score at time t measures the
squared probabilistic error between a probabilistic prediction S(tjXi) and an observed
event I(Ti  t). When censoring is present, the inverse probability weight G(Yi) 1
is introduced to compensate for the loss of information. New we dene the variable
importance based on Brier score for the tree survival model. Note that this denition
applies to both the RLT survival model and its embedded model. For an embedded
model, if a variable is muted at an internal node, automatically set its variable impor-
tance to 0 since that variable is not participated in the embedded model tting.
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Table 4.3: Variable importance
Step 1 For the m-th tree survival model and it's corresponding out-of-bag data,
calculate the Brier score prediction errors:
a. Brier score: Drop each out-of-bag data down the tted tree and obtain
the survival function estimate. Use Equation 4.2 to calculate integrated
Brier score (IBSm).
b. Permuted Brier score: For each variable j, do the following:
i) Randomly permute the values of the jth variable X(j) in the out-of-bag
data.
ii) Drop permuted out-of-bag data down the tted tree, and calculate the
permuted integrated Brier score, PIBSjm.
Step 2 Average over all trees, and obtain the variable importance measure for
variable j:
V I(j) =
P
m PIBS
j
mP
m IBSm
  1.
Remark 4.3.3. Ishwaran et al. (2008) uses the concordance index (C-index, Harrel-
l Jr et al. (1982)) as the prediction error to evaluate the overall tting. The C-index
measures the probability of concordance between predicted and observed responses, but
will require a single prediction value such as the ensemble mortality used in their paper.
However, this could resulting lost information since the survival function estimate is
available. In Zhu and Kosorok (2012) the simulation study seems to prefer the Brier
score as it is slightly more sensitive than the C-index. Other types of prediction errors
such as the L1 and L1 measures of the dierences between the predicted and the true
survival function are only available when the true data generator is know. We will give
more details about these measurements (Section 4.4.3) and use them in the simulation
study to compare dierent methods.
4.3.4 Variable muting
Motivation: As a tree grows deeper, the sample size in the internal nodes decreases
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rapidly (at a rate of log2, if we naively always split at a middle point). The search for
a strong variable, with or without the embedded model, becomes increasingly dicult.
The consequence is that when an internal node sample size is suciently small, the
splitting rule behaves like a purely random search, which involves mostly noise variables.
A muting procedure handles this situation nicely by preventing some variables from
entering the model at deep internal nodes. We call this set of variables the muted
set. At each internal node, we force pd variables into the muted set, and we remove
them from consideration as a splitting variable at any branch of the internal node. On
the other hand, to prevent strong variables from being removed from the model, we
set a maximum number of p0 protected variables that we always keep in the model.
Following Zhu et al. (2012), with some slight modications, we introduce the muting
process. Note that muting and protecting are only available after an embedded model
is t and the variable importance measure is returned, however, they are not available
for the embedded model itself.
At an internal node A, suppose the current muted set is PdA, the protected set is P0A
(note that if A is the root node, we set both sets to the empty set ;). After the splitting
rule has been found through the embedded model, we denote the two daughter nodes
as AL and AR. We rst update the protected set for the two daughter nodes by adding
the splitting variable(s) into the set (if the size of the current protected set is less than
p0):
P0AL = P0AR = P0A [ fsplitting variable at nodeAg; if jP0Aj < p0:
We then update the muted set for both daughter nodes. After sorting the variable
importance measures cV IA(j) returned from the embedded model, we nd the pd-th
smallest value within the restricted variable set P nPdA nP0A, i.e., in the set of variables
that have not yet been muted nor protected. We denote this value as cV IpdA . Then we
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dene the muted set for the two daughter nodes as
PdAL = PdAR = PdA [ fj : cV IA(j)  cV IpdA g n P0A:
We then pass the updated muted and protected set to each daughter nodes and repeat
the process for each of them.
Remark 4.3.4. The number of muted variables at each split, pd, can be set to a xed
number or it could vary depending on jPnPdAj, which is the number of unmuted variables
at the current internal node A. In Section 4.4 we will evaluate dierent choices for pd
such as 0 (no muting), 20%  jP nPdAj (moderate muting), and 50%  jP nPdAj (aggressive
muting).
Remark 4.3.5. The protected set updating process is slightly dierent from Zhu et al.
(2012). In their paper, the protected set is updated to full size of p0 when the rst split
is done. However, in this paper, the protected set is progressively grown to p0 by only
adding the splitting variable to the protected set. This new approach makes the tuning
of p0 to have less of an impact on the model tting. The large sample behavior under
the regression setting should not be aected by this change since the protected set should
contain all strong variables after nitely many splits (Theorem3.4.7).
4.4 Simulation Studies
In this section, we use simulated data to demonstrate the performance of the pro-
posed method and compare to competing methods such as random survival forests
(Ishwaran et al., 2008) though the R package \randomForestSRC", and the LASSO
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for the cox model through the R package \glmnet" (Friedman et al., 2010). We also
include the embedded model (the simple extension from extremely randomized trees
to survival data presented Section 4.3.2, which is in fact a survival tree model without
reinforcement learning) into the comparison and observe the solo eect of reinforcement
learning. Note that some early single tree models are omitted in this comparison due
to poor accuracy, and the survival ensembles method (Hothorn et al., 2006) is also
omitted due to the fact that a key assumption, P (T > CjX) > 0, is oftentimes violated
or nearly violated.
It is known that tree-based models can be sometimes sensitive to the choice of
tuning parameters. Hence in our simulation study, we compare dierent tree-based
methods under a variety of tuning parameter settings, including mtry, nmin, boot-
strapping percentage, and the splitting value generating methods. However, for the
proposed method, only the default setting is used because these turning parameters do
not seem to impact the variable importance measure of the embedded model, hence are
meaningless to tune. The only turning parameter that we are experimenting with is
the muting parameter pd. Details of parameter settings are described in Section 4.4.2.
4.4.1 Data generator
In this simulation study, we include two typical scenarios and their variations on
sample size and total dimension p. Let X = (X(1); :::; X(p)) be drawn from a multi-
variate normal distribution with covariance matrix V , where Vij = 
ji jj, where  and
p will be specied in the following. The rst scenario is a proportional hazard model
with linear link function, which will clearly favor the LASSO. The second scenario has
no linear eect and will favor tree-based methods. For each setting, we use 500 test
observations to calculate prediction error. Each simulation is run 100 times.
Scenario 1: A proportional hazard model with conditional independent censoring.
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Let  = 0:75 and p = 200. The failure time T follows an exponential distribution
with mean exp(X(10) + X(30) + X(50)). The censoring time C follows an exponential
distribution with mean 5  exp(X(20) + X(40)). Observations exceeding 4 are forced
to be censored to prevent the tail region from dominating the prediction error. The
censoring rate is approximately 33%.
Scenario 1: A weibull distribution with symmetric link function. Let  = 0:5 and
P = 100. The failure time T follows an Weibull distribution with shape parameter 2
and scale parameter 2(X(10)X(30)+(X(50))2 1), where  is the standard normal
c:d:f function. The censoring time C has probability 1/3 to be 2 and probability 2/3
to be uniform (0, 2). The Censoring rate is approximately 28%.
4.4.2 Tuning parameters
For all tree-based models, we only consider bootstrapped version (Breiman, 2001) of
ensembles, although a non-bootstrapped version (Geurts et al., 2006) can also be used
in practice. The bootstrap sample size is set to 67% of the training sample size. We set
the number of trees to be 200 for random survival forests (RSF) and the simple survival
model. For the proposed RLT survival model, number of trees is set to 50. For RSF and
simple survival tree, we consider all combinations of the following parameter settings:
mtry =
p
p or p=3; nmin = 4 or 10; the splitting value is searched to nd the best or
by comparing 10 random splits. In the proposed method, we only use a default setting
of nmin = 4 and splitting value is chosen by comparing 10 random splits. Note that
mtry is no longer a tuning parameter in RLT since we always select the variable with
the largest variable importance to split, however it can be a tuning parameter for the
embedded model. We consider three muting procedures for the proposed method: no
muting (pd = 0), moderate muting (pd = 20%  jP nPdAj at any node A), and aggressive
muting (pd = 50%  jP n PdAj at any node A). In glmnet, a simple lasso penalty is used,
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and  is set to \lambda:min" or \lambda:1se" from 10 fold cross validation.
4.4.3 Prediction error
To compare with the true survival function, we use the integrated absolute error and
supremum absolute error which can be viewed as the L1 and L1 norm of the survival
function error. To be more specic, let S(t) denote the true survival function and let
S^(t) denote its estimate. Integrated absolute error is dened as 1
max(Yi)
R max(Yi)
0
jS(t) 
S^(t)jdt and supremum absolute error is dened as sup
0<tmax(Yi)
jS(t)  S^(t)j. We also use
the integrated Brier score (Equation 4.2) and C-index (Remark 4.3.3) in the comparison.
4.4.4 Simulation results
Among all tree-based methods, RLT survival model performs best in terms of almost
all prediction errors. glmnet outperforms all tree-based method in Scenario 1, however,
performs the worst in Scenario 1 when no monotone eect is involved in the true model
structure. We summarize some of the key nding in the following:
 Dierent error measurements give almost the same conclusion when comparing
RLT survival model with competing methods. L1 error seems to be more sensitive
then other types of error measurements. In Scenario 1, all measurements favors
glmnet as expected since cox model is the true model. Among tree-based models,
RLT with aggressive muting performs best. It reduces L1 error by 13.9% from
RSF and by 10.4% from simple survival tree model whenN = 200. The dierences
in terms of other measurements are less signicant. RLT shows greater advantage
under complicated model structure. In Scenario 2, RLT with aggressive muting
reduces prediction errors by 28.6%, 17.8%, 19.9% and 41.4% for L1, L1, IBS
and C-index respectively.
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Table 4.4: Prediction Errors: Scenario 1 ( Cox model )
N = 200 N = 300
L1 L1 IBS C-index L1 L1 IBS C-index
RLT survival
no muting 0.161 0.311 0.162 0.248 0.147 0.292 0.158 0.240
20% muting 0.159 0.308 0.161 0.247 0.143 0.286 0.156 0.235
50% muting 0.155 0.304 0.159 0.242 0.137 0.279 0.154 0.231
Competing methods
simple survival trees 0.173 0.315 0.165 0.251 0.158 0.294 0.159 0.237
RSF 0.180 0.321 0.168 0.250 0.166 0.301 0.162 0.236
glmnet - cox 0.059 0.149 0.119 0.186 0.049 0.127 0.118 0.185
Table 4.5: Prediction Errors: Scenario 2 ( symmetric and checker-board eects )
N = 300 N = 400
L1 L1 IBS C-index L1 L1 IBS C-index
RLT survival
no muting 0.233 0.456 0.187 0.332 0.209 0.434 0.172 0.280
20% muting 0.225 0.446 0.182 0.305 0.194 0.411 0.163 0.245
50% muting 0.216 0.432 0.176 0.279 0.182 0.393 0.157 0.228
Competing methods
simple survival trees 0.262 0.480 0.202 0.410 0.255 0.478 0.196 0.389
RSF 0.266 0.483 0.204 0.418 0.258 0.480 0.197 0.390
glmnet - cox 0.279 0.485 0.212 0.500 0.278 0.489 0.209 0.500
 Muting improves performance of RLT survival model. The L1 error reduction
from no muting to aggressive muting ranges within 3.7% to 12.9%. In Scenario
2, aggressive muting reduces C-index error by 16.0% and 18.6%.
 RLT survival model benets from increased sample size better than competing
methods. In Scenario 2, L1 error of RLT model decreased from 0.233, 0.225
and 0.216 to 0.209, 0.194 and 0.182 (corresponding to 10.3%, 13.8% and 15.7%
reduction) when sample size is increased from 300 to 400. As contrast, the best
improvement for competing methods is 3.0% (from 0.266 to 0.258).
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4.5 Discussion
In this paper, we proposed a new tree-based survival model to extend the rein-
forcement learning trees to right censored survival data. The proposed method takes
advantages of two key components in reinforcement learning trees and results in im-
proved accuracy especially in high-dimensional sparse settings. The embedded model
evaluates the contribution of each variable at the current internal node and forces splits
on the most \need-to-be-split" variable. This procedure can clearly tackle down some
dicult model structures such as the checker-board model (Biau et al., 2008) as we
have seen in the simulation study. The variable muting process further improves the
model by gradually removing noise variables from the model. In this section, we discuss
some issues that we have not previously addressed in this paper.
4.5.1 linear combination split
A linear combination split was proposed in Zhu et al. (2012), however, it is not
implemented in our survival model. The linear combination split creates a splitting
rule such as I(0X < c) at each internal node, where  is a vector of p components
that denes a projection line in p dimensional space. The absolute values of  can be
practically determined using the variable importance measures to emphasize on strong
variables. However, the sign of each component of  can be dicult to identify. Ideally,
we want the variables with similar inuence on the hazard function to be given the
same sign, however, this can be hard to evaluate since the hazard function is changing
over time. In a situation where the survival functions of two groups cross each other,
creating a linear combination split might lead to a poor splitting rule. Hence, this
linear combination split is not used in our model.
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4.5.2 Variable importance measures of correlated variables
Correlated variables, especially those who are highly correlated with strong vari-
ables, always cause trouble in a statistical model. In tree-based models, due to the
random feature selection (the tuning parameter mtry), some correlated variables rather
than the true strong variable are often used in the splitting rule. This leads to a situa-
tion where these correlated variables may have an over-estimated variable importance
measure. Some eorts have been made to correct this bias such as the conditional
variable importance proposed by Strobl et al. (2008). Here, we reveal some facts that
suggests reinforcement learning trees may help to reduce the bias. Consider Scenario
1 of the simulation study with p = 100,  = 0:9, and the mean of failure time T equals
exp(X(10) + 1:5 X(30) +X(50)). With highly correlated covariances, X(29) and X(31)
usually has larger variable importance measure than X(10) and X(50), especially when
mtry is small. In Figure 4.1, we plot the probability of being the top three largest
variable importance measures for three dierent measures: RSF with mtry = P or
mtry = P=3, and the proposed RLT survival model.
Figure 4.1: Comparing variable importance
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Black: Strong variables; Gray: Noise variables
The reason behind this apparent eect for using reinforcement learning trees can
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be explained by the reduced chance of using correlated variables as splitting rules,
which is driven by two facts. First, a strong variable has an overall larger variable
importance measure than variables correlated with it. Hence, when RLT selects a
splitting variable, it will most likely be a strong variable. Second, conditional on a
sub-interval of a strong variable, its variable importance should still be larger than the
correlated variables. Then during the entire tree construction, the RLT will tend to
avoid using these correlated variables as splitting rules, and their variable importance
measures will therefore tend to be small.
4.5.3 Computational issues
A R (version 3.0.1) implementation of the proposed method (including reinforce-
ment learning trees for classication and regression) is available through author's per-
sonal website: http://www.bios.unc.edu/~rzhu. The algorithm is written in C, and
also incorporated parallel computing using OpenMP. The computation time of a sim-
ple survival tree model is in par with existing R packages such as \randomForest" and
\randomForestSRC". The proposed method (which will run simple survival tree model
at each node as the embedded model) usually takes within 100 times computational
time of a simple model.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and future research plan
Three methods are proposed in my dissertation: recursively imputed survival trees,
reinforcement learning trees and its extension to survival data. A theoretical framework
is proposed for reinforcement learning trees and showed consistency and convergence
rate. This new framework is the rst in its kind and can be applied to any extension
of reinforcement learning trees. There are some subsequent works that I would like to
explore/nish in the near future:
 The R package for reinforcement learning trees is available to public and the com-
putational speed seems to be competitive to existing popular tree-based method
packages. Some extra features need to be completed such as missing data impu-
tation and tree plots.
 A common data structure for survival analysis contains time-varying explanatory
variables, such as transplant status, or smoking status. None of the existing tree-
based ensemble methods can handle this type of data. It is interesting to extend
reinforcement learning trees to this data structure.
 Reinforcement learning trees can also be applied to single tree model, which is
easier to interpret and visualize, and still enjoy many advantages of reinforcement
learning.
 A promising application of reinforcement learning trees is on personalized medicine
where high-dimensional genetic data are involved and complicated interaction
model structure is needed.
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Appendix
Asymptotic Results
Proof of Theorem 3.4.7.
Step 1: We rst establish the asymptotic results for the variable importance mea-
sure. Without further specication, the proof of Step 1 is conditional on an internal
node A with sample size nA and number of non-muted variables equal to pA. We denote
the internal node dataset by DA = f(Xi; Yi); i 2 Ag. Let P be the probability measure
of ((X); Y ) and let P be the corresponding empirical measure.
First, we observe that, V IA(j) is bounded. By Assumption 3.4.1, f is Lipschitz
continuous with Lipschitz constant cf ,
V IA(j)
=
E[E[(f(X
(1)
i ; :::;
~X
(j)
i ; :::; X
(p)
i )  f(X(1)i ; :::; X(j)i ; :::; X(p)i ))2jX(j)i ]jA]
2
 E[E[(cf  (bj   aj))
2jX(j)i ]jA]
2
=
c2f  (bj   aj)2
2
:
(5.1)
Hence V IA(j) is also bounded above by the interval length of X
(j), i.e. (bj   aj), in A.
It can be further bounded above by
c2f
2
since (bj   aj) < 1 for any internal node A.
Now we show that cV IA(j) converges to V IA(j) at an exponential rate. For simplic-
ity, assume that the embedded model bf A randomly selects half of DA to t the model,
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denoted by DA1 , and the variable importance is calculated using the other half of the
data, denoted by DA2 . Noticing that this is exactly (except for the proportion of each
subset) what we do for each tree in a standard random forests model. However, with
the potential use of other models, this simplies the formulation. Further, since the j-
th variable importance measure is calculated by randomly permuting the values of X
(j)
i
in DA2 , which we denote by ~X(j)i , we assume that this permutation is done innitely
many times. Then, for the i-th observation in DA2 , the squared error after permutation
is E ~X(j)i
  bf A(X(1)i ; :::; ~X(j)i ; :::; X(p)i )   Yi2. Hence the j-th variable importance can be
formulated as:
cV IA(j)
=
1
nA=2
P
Xi2DA2 E ~X(j)
 bf A(X(1)i ; :::; ~X(j); :::; X(p)i )  Yi2
1
nA=2
P
Xi2DA2 E ~X(j)
 bf A(X(1)i ; :::; X(j)i ; :::; X(p)i )  Yi2   1
=
1
n
P
Xi2D E ~X(j)
 bf A(X(1)i ; :::; ~X(j); :::; X(p)i )  Yi2I[Xi2A2]
1
n
P
Xi2D E ~X(j)
 bf A(X(1)i ; :::; X(j)i ; :::; X(p)i )  Yi2I[Xi2A2]   1;
(5.2)
where I[Xi 2 A2] is the indicator function denoting that Xi falls into the internal node
A, and is randomized with probability 1
2
to DA2 for calculating variable importance.
Let the set (X
(1)
i ; :::; X
(j 1)
i ; X
(j+1)
i :::; X
(p)
i ) be X
( j)
i . Then the numerator of the rst
term of (5.2) can be broken down into:
1
n
X
Xi2D
E ~X(j)
 bf A(X(1)i ; :::; ~X(j); :::; X(p)i )  Yi2I[Xi2A2]
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= Pn

E ~X(j)
  bf A(X( j); ~X(j))  Y 2I[X2A2]
= (Pn   P)

E ~X(j)(
bf A(X( j); ~X(j))  Y )2I[X2A2]
+P

E ~X(j)
  bf A(X( j); ~X(j))  fA(X( j); ~X(j))2I[X2A2]
+P

E ~X(j)
 
fA(X
( j); ~X(j))  fA(X( j); X(j))
2
I[X2A2]

+P

E ~X(j)
 
fA(X
( j); X(j))  Y 2I[X2A2]
=: ~T1 + ~T2 + ~T3 + ~T4: (5.3)
Now we bound each of the four terms in Equation 5.3. We will rst show the bound
for ~T1 and then for ~T

2 , following the same idea. We use Theorem 8 in van de Geer and
Lederer (2012) to establish the bound for ~T1. The Theorem states that for any function
g(X) that lives in a collection of functions G, if the Bernstein condition
sup
g2G
Ejgjm  m!
2
Km 2; m = 2; 3; ::: (5.4)
is satised for some constant K  1, then pn(Pn   P)g has exponential tail.
By Assumption 3.4.6, bf  has exponential tail. On the other hand, Y = f(X) + ,
and f(X) are bounded, and hence Y also satises the moment condition by Assumption
3.4.5. Hence, we can ne some constant K such that the following Bernstein condition
is satised:
supbf E
f A(X( j); ~X(j))  Y m  m!2 Km 2; m = 2; 3; :::: (5.5)
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Furthermore, since bf  has nite entropy integral by Assumption 3.4.6, we can use
Theorem 8 in van de Geer and Lederer (2012) and reorganize the terms to can nd a
constant K1 > 0 such that:
P
 
sup
pn ~T1  t!  e t=K1 : (5.6)
For ~T2, we rst write it into a conditional probability PA2 such that
~T2 = PA2

E ~X(j)
  bf A(X( j); ~X(j))  fA(X( j); ~X(j))2P (A2)
= ~T 2P (A2): (5.7)
For ~T 2 , noting Assumption 3.4.6 for the error bound of f

A, and following similar
arguments as applied to ~T1, we have for some constant K

2 > 0:
P
 
sup
qn(pA)A ~T 2   t
!
 e t=K2 : (5.8)
For the other two terms, it is easy to see by Denition 3.3.1 that ~T3 = V IA(j)
2P (A2), and ~T4 = 
2P (A2) by Assumption 3.4.5.
Note that the denominator of the rst term in (5.2) can be decomposed into four
terms: T1, T2, T

3 and T4, similar to (5.3) but with X
(j)
i in the lieu of
~X
(j)
i . The rst
two terms can be bounded in the same way as the above. The third term equals 0 since
~X
(j)
i is replaced by X
(j)
i . And the fourth term T4 = 
2P (A2).
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Hence, together with (5.6), (5.8) for the numerator, and the above arguments for
the denominator, we can derive that
P
cV IA(j)  V IA(j) > C
= P
 ~T1 + ~T 2P (A2) + 2P (A2)V IA(j) + 2P (A2)
T1 + T 2P (A2) + 0 + 2P (A2)
  1  V IA(j)
 > C
 P
 ~T1
T1 + T 2P (A2) + 2P (A2)
 > C=3
+P
 ~T 2P (A2)
T1 + T 2P (A2) + 2P (A2)
 > C=3
+P
 2P (A2)(V IA(j) + 1)
T1 + T 2P (A2) + 2P (A2)
  1  V IA(j)
 > C=3
= P
 ~T1
T1 + T 2P (A2) + 2P (A2)
 > C=3
+P
 ~T 2P (A2)
T1 + T 2P (A2) + 2P (A2)
 > C=3
+P
(T1 + T 2P (A2))(1 + V IA(j))
T1 + T 2P (A2) + 2P (A2)
 > C=3: (5.9)
Noticing that all the T terms are positive, and V IA(j) is also positive and bounded
above, we have:
P
cV IA(j)  V IA(j) > C
 P
 ~T1
2P (A2)
 > C=3+ P ~T 2P (A2)
2P (A2)
 > C=3+
P
T1(1 + V IA(j))
2P (A2)
 > C=6+ PT 2P (A2)(1 + V IA(j))
2P (A2)
 > C=6
 e CP (A2)n=3K1 + e Cn(pA)A =3K2 + e CP (A2)n=3K3 + e Cn(pA)A =3K4
 e Cn(pA)A =K5 :
(5.10)
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Noting that this is the tail probability for cV IA(j) when pA variables are considered
in the embedded model, we can easily generalize it to the situation at an internal node
where only p0 variables are considered. In this case, we replace (p) by (p0), yielding a
faster convergence rate. In the derivation, the constant K5 can possibly depend on pA,
however, since pA < p, which is nite, we can always choose a larger K5 such that the
equation holds for all values of pA. Consequently, K5 does not depend on the choice of
internal node A.
Now, two situations can arise for V IA(j):
Situation 1: X(j) is a noise variable. Since changing the value of X(j) will not change
f(X), f(X(1); :::; ~X(j); :::; X(p))  f(X(1); :::; X(j); :::; X(p)), and thus V IA(j)  0.
Situation 2: X(j) is a strong variable. According to Assumption 3.4.3, V IA(j) is
bounded below by  1()   2(bj   aj), where  = min
i2fSnjg
(bi   ai). We further note that
since the internal node size is nA, the interval length of any variable is at least
nA
n
even
if all splits are made on that variable. Hence both  and bj   aj are larger than nAn .
Hence V IA(j)   1(nAn )   2(nAn ) for any strong variable.
Hence, to sum up situations (1) and (2), we have
V IA(j)
8>><>>:
  1(nAn )   2(nAn ); if j 2 S.
= 0; if j 2 Sc.
(5.11)
Step 2: Now we prove a) of this Theorem. Let bjA be the selected splitting variable
at internal node A, i.e. bjA = argmax
j
V IA(j). Without loss of generality, we assume
that at this internal node A, the true variable importance measures are in the order
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V IA(1)  V IA(2)      V IA(p1) > V IA(p1 + 1) =    = V IA(p) = 0. Then the
probability that the selected splitting variable bjA belongs to the set of strong variables
satises the following inequality:
P (bjA 2 S)
= 1  P (bjA 2 Sc)
= 1 
X
i2Sc
P (bjA = i)
 1 
X
i2Sc
P
 cV IA(i) > cV IA(j), for all j 2 S
 1  p1
X
i2Sc
P (cV IA(i) > cV IA(p1)): (5.12)
Let bj = cV IA(j)  V IA(j). Using equation (5.10) and noting that V IA(i) = 0 for
all i 2 Sc, the above probability can be bounded below by
P (bjA 2 S)
 1  p1
X
i2Sc
P
 bj + 0 > bp1 + V IA(p1)
 1  p1
X
i2Sc

P
 jbp1 j > V IA(p1)2 + P (bj > V IA(p1)2 )

= 1  p1
X
i2Sc
4  e V IA(p1)2 nA=K5
= 1  4p1p2  e 
V IA(p1)
2
nA=K5 : (5.13)
Using Equation 5.11, we have, for any internal node A with sample size nA, and
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with pA nonmuted variables,
P (bjA 2 S)  1  4p1p2  e  1(nAn ) 2(nAn )n(pA)A =(K52): (5.14)
Since p1, p2 and K5 are all constant, the proof for a) is concluded.
Step 3: We show b) using a similar structure as the proof of a). Note that at any
internal node A, the probability that the maximum true variable importance is larger
than twice that of the selected splitting variable is
P

max
j
V IA(j) > 2V IA
 bjA:
By dening the variable with the true maximum variable importance at node A as
jmA = argmax
j
V IA(j), the above equation can be bounded by
P
 
V IA(j
m
A ) > 2V IA(bjA)
 P

V IA(j
m
A ) > V IA(bjA) +  1(nAn )   2(nAn )
= P

V IA(j
m
A )  cV IA(jmA ) > V IA(bjA)  cV IA(jmA ) +  1(nAn )   2(nAn )
= P

V IA(j
m
A )  cV IA(jmA ) > V IA(bjA)  cV IA(bjA)
+cV IA(bjA)  cV IA(jmA ) +  1(nAn )   2(nAn ):
Note that cV IA(bjA)   cV IA(jmA )  0 since bjA is the selected variable. Adapting the
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notation of b used in Step 2, we now have
P

V IA(j
m
A ) > 2V IA
 bjA
 P
bjmA > bbjA + 0 +  1(nAn )   2(nAn )
 P

jbjmA j >  1(nAn )   2(nAn )2 
+P

jbbjAj >  1(nAn )   2(nAn )2 
 4e  1(nAn ) 2(nAn )n(pA)A =(K52): (5.15)
Thus the proof for b) is concluded.
Step 4: We now show c), that the protected set P0A for the entire tree contains all
strong variables with probability close to 1, provided the number of protect variables
p0 is greater than p1. It is sucient to show this property at the root node, where
A = [0; 1]p, since the protected set will only increase after a split. Note that when
p0 > p1, if a strong variable is not in the protected set, there must be at least one noise
variable with larger cV I. Hence we have:
P (S 2 P0A)
 1  P (9j 2 S and i 2 Sc; s:t: cV IA(j) < cV IA(i))
 1 
X
j2S;i2Sc
P (cV IA(j) < cV IA(i))
 1  p1p2P (cV IA(p1) < cV IA(p1 + 1)):
By similar arguments to those used in Steps 2), and noting that nA = n at the root
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node, we can bound the above probability by:
P (S 2 P0A)
 1  p1p2eV IA(p1)n(p)=(K52):
(5.16)
Since at the root node, all the variable importance measures, including V IA(p1), are
xed constants, The proof for c) is concluded.
Proof of Theorem 3.4.8. We prove this theorem in two steps. First, we show that for
the entire constructed RLT, with exponential rate, only strong variables are used as
splitting variables. Second, we derive consistency and error bounds by bounding the
total variation using the terminal node size variable importance which converges to
zero.
Step 1: In this step, we show that for the entire tree, only strong variables are
used as the splitting variable, and furthermore, the variable importance measure for
the splitting variable is at least half of the maximum variable importance at each
split. First, it is easy to verify that, both a) and b) in Theorem3.4.7 can be satised
simultaneously with probability bounded below by
1  C  e  1(nAn ) 2(nAn )n(p)A =K : (5.17)
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Dene A as the set of all internal nodes. Recall that  1() and  2(bj   aj) can be
approximated by 1 and (bj   aj)2 , respectively. Thus we can always nd a  < 1
such that when nA > n
 ,  1(
nA
n
)  2(nAn ) n(p)A !1. We dene two groups of internal
nodes A1 = fAi; s:t: Ai 2 A; nAi  ng and A2 = fAi; s:t: Ai 2 A; nAi < ng, where
nAi is the sample size at node Ai. Then we bound the probability:
P
nbjA 2 S and max
j
V IA(j) > 2V IA
 bjA, for all Ai 2 Aoc

X
Ai2A1
P
nbjAi 2 S and max
j
V IAi(j) > 2V IAi
 bjAioc
+
X
Ai2A2
P
nbjAi 2 S and max
j
V IAi(j) > 2V IAi
 bjAioc : (5.18)
For all internal nodes in A1, the number of nonmuted variables is less than or equal to
p. Hence, by the monotonicity of () in Assumption 3.4.6 and Equation 5.17, the rst
term in Equation 5.18 can be bounded above by
X
Ai2A1
C  e  1(n 1) 2(n 1)n(p)=K : (5.19)
Note that in A2, the node sample size is less than n . Since we choose the splitting
point uniformly between the q-th and (1   q)-th quintile, to reach a node in A2, we
need to go through a minimal of   logq(n) splits. Noticing that this number goes to
innity, and that we mute pd variables after each split, all variables except the ones in
the protected set should be muted in A2. Hence, the second term in Equation 5.18 can
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be bounded above by
X
Ai2A2
C  e  1(n 1) 2(n 1)n(p0)=K : (5.20)
Noting that A1
SA1 = A, and that they contain at most n1  elements, and combining
Equations 5.19 and 5.20, we obtain:
P
nbjA 2 S and max
j
V IA(j) > 2V IA
 bjA, for all Ai 2 Aoc
 C  n1 e f 1(n
 1) 2(n 1)n(p)+ 1(n 1) 2(n 1)n(p0)g=K ;
which goes to zero at an exponential rate. Thus the desired result in this step is
established.
Step 2: Now we start by decomposing the total variation and bounding it by the
variable importance:
E[( bf   f)2] = Z ( bf   f)2dP
=
X
t
Z
At
( bf   fAt)2dP+X
t
Z
At
( fAt   f)2dP; (5.21)
where fAt is the conditional mean of f within terminal node At, and where t indexes the
terminal node. Noting that each terminal node At in bf contains nAt  n observations,
and that the value of bf at each terminal node is the average of the Y s, it must therefore
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have an exponential tail. Hence the rst term in Equation (5.21) can be bounded by:
X
t
Z
At
( bf   fAt)2dP  X
t
P (At)  (PnAt   PAt)f
=
X
t
P (At) Op(n
1
2
At
)
 Op(n =2): (5.22)
The second sum in Equation (5.21) can be further expanded as
X
t
Z
At
( fAt   f)2dP
=
X
t
Z
X2At
( fAt   f(X))2dX
=
X
t
Z
X2At
Z
Z2At
f(Z)
dZ
P (At)
  f(X)
2
dX
=
X
t
Z
X2At
Z
Z2At
 
f(Z)  f(X) dZ
P (At)
2
dX: (5.23)
The Cauchy-Schwartz inequality now implies that
X
t
Z
At
( fAt   f)2dP

X
t
Z
X2At
Z
Z2At
 
f(Z)  f(X)2 dZ
P (At)
dX
=
X
t
Z
X2At
E
 
f(Z)  f(X)2jZ 2 AtdX
=
X
t
P (At)  E
 
f(Z)  f(X)2jZ 2 At, X 2 At: (5.24)
For each given At, due to the independence of Z and X, the expectation in every
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summand can be decomposed as
E
 
f(Z)  f(X)2jZ 2 At, X 2 At
= E
 
f(Z(1); :::; Z(p))  f(X(1); :::; X(p))2jZ 2 At, X 2 At
= E
 
f(Z(1); Z(2); :::; Z(p))  f(X(1); Z(2); :::; Z(p))2
+
 
f(X(1); Z(2); Z(2); :::; Z(p))  f(X(1); X(2); Z(3); :::; Z(p))2
+   
+
 
f(X(1); :::; X(p1 1); Z(p1); :::; Z(p))  f(X(1); :::; X(p))2jZ 2 At, X 2 At:
(5.25)
Note that the variables with the labels p1 + 1; :::; p are in the set Sc of noise variables.
Changing the values of these components will not change the value of f . Hence the
last term in the expectation of (5.25) is equal to
 
f(X(1); :::; X(p1 1); Z(p1); X(P1+1):::; X(p))  f(X(1); :::; X(p))2:
Again, since all the components of X and Z are independent, the jth term in the
expectation of (5.25) corresponds to the variable importance of the jth variable. Thus
we have:
E
 
f(Z)  f(X)2jZ 2 At, X 2 At
= E
 
f(Z(1); Z(2); :::; Z(p))  f(X(1); Z(2); :::; Z(p))2jZ 2 At, X 2 At
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+E
 
f(X(1); Z(2); Z(2); :::; Z(p))  f(X(1); X(2); Z(3); :::; Z(p))2Z 2 At, X 2 At
+   
+E
 
f(X(1); :::; X(p1 1); Z(p1); :::; Z(p))  f(X(1); :::; X(p))2jZ 2 At, X 2 At
=
p1X
j=1
V IAt(j)
 p1max
j
V IAt(j):
(5.26)
It remains to show that max
j
V IAt(j) ! 0 as n ! 1. Using Lemma 5.0.1, we
have maxj V IAt(j) = o(n
 C1) where C1 depends only on , p1, and q. Moreover, the
denition of C1 shows that it is a strictly decreasing function of p1. Hence
E
 
f(Z)  f(X)2jZ 2 At, X 2 At
 C2 Op(n C1): (5.27)
Combining equations (5.21), (5.22) and (5.27), we have
E[( bf   f)2] = Op(n C3); (5.28)
where C3 = (min(C1; =2)). Due to the monotonicity of C1, C3 is also monotone
decreasing in p1. Noticing that C3 does not depend on p, the convergence rate of
RLT only depends on the choice of , q, and the number of strong variables p1. This
concludes the proof.
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Lemma 5.0.1. Let AnT denote the set of the terminal hypercubes. Then it holds
max
A2AnT ;j2S
V IA(j) = Op(n
 C);
where C is a constant depending only on , p1, and q.
Proof of Lemma 5.0.1. For any terminal hypercube A 2 AnT , let A1 ! A2 ! : : : !
AN = A be the constructed chain of the nodes leading to A, where Ak+1 is the daughter
node of Ak. Since at each node, the splitting point is chosen uniformly between the
100q and 100(1   q) quantiles of the current range of the splitting variable for some
q 2 (0; 1
2
), and since the terminal node is the last node having  n observations, it
is easy to see that   logq(n)  N    log(1 q)(n). Let jk = argmaxj2ScV IAk(j)
be the index of the variable selected for splitting at node Ak and, moreover, dene
mj =
PN
k=1 I(jk = j), the number of times the jth variable is used for splitting. Let
Nj = maxfk :; k = 1; :::; N; jk = jg, the index of the last node split with the jth
variable.
Before presenting the main proof, we state two simple properties:
Property 1. For j 2 S, V IANj (j)  c1(1   q)mj . This is because after node ANj , the
interval of the jth variable has been split mj times so its length is at most (1  q)mj 1.
Therefore, according to the proof of Theorem 3.4.7, V IANj (j)  c1(1  q)2mj .
Property 2. For k = 1; :::; N   1 and any j 2 S, VAk+1(j)  2V IAk(jk)=q2. That is,
the importance of any variable in the daughter node is no larger than the importance
of the selected variable at the current node by a factor of 2=q2. This follows from
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Theorem 3.4.7 (b): 2V IAk(jk)  maxj V IAk(j). On other hand, for any j 2 S, since
Ak+1  Ak and jAk+1j  jAkj=q, we have
V IAk(j) =
E
 
f(X( j); X(j))  f(X( j); ~X(j))2I(X 2 Ak; ~X 2 Ak)
2P (X 2 Ak)

E
 
f(X( j); X(j))  f(X( j); ~X(j))2I(X 2 Ak+1; ~X 2 Ak+1)=q
2P (X 2 Ak+1)q
= V IAk+1(j)=q
2:
Thus, VAk+1(j)  V IAk(j)=q2  2V IAk(jk)=q2. With these two properties, we now
proceed to prove the lemma. First, we dene the following sequence:
N >
N
(rp1)1
>    > N
(rp1)p1
> 0; (5.29)
where r is a constant satisfying r > 1 and 2(1   q)2r=q2 = c  1. Since 0 <
q < 1=2, r can always be properly chosen. Correspondingly, we obtain interval-
s Wk = [N=(rp1)
k; N=(rp1)
k 1) for k = 1; :::; p1 and Wp1+1 = [0; N=(rp1)
p1). Recall
the denition of mj, the number of times the jth variable is selected for splitting. SincePp1
k=1mj = N , there must be at least one j such that mj  N=(rp1) and mj 2 W1.
Furthermore, since there are (p1 + 1) intervals, there exists an integer p1 + 1  k0  2
such that mj =2 Wk0 for any j = 1; :::; p1. Hence, we can dene two sets:
S1 = fj : mj  N=(rp1)k0 1g;
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and
S2 = fj : mj < N=(rp1)k0g;
so that S1 6= ; and S1 [ S2 = f1; :::; p1g.
Let j be the variable in S1 and split last among all the variables in S1 and let
N be the node index where this variable is split last. In other words, the variables
selected in the nodes Ak for k > N
 are all from S2. Then using Property 1, we have
V IAN (j
)  c1(1  q)2mj . Using the fact that j 2 S1, we obtain
VAN (j
)  c2(1  q)2N=(rp1)k0 1 :
Since all splitting variables after node AN are from S2, and the number of the distinct
variables is at most (p1   1), and the number of possible splits after AN = N  N, is
no larger than (p1   1)N=(rp1)k0 . Hence we conclude: (a) if N = N , then
V IA(j) = V IAN (j)  2V IAN (jN) = 2V IAN (j)
 2c1(1  q)2N=(rp1)k0 12c1  (1  q)2N=(rp1)p1 :
(b) if N < N , then according to Property 2,
V IA(j) = V IAN (j)  (
2
q2
)N N

V IAN (j
)  ( 2
q2
)(p1 1)N=(rp1)
k0V IAN (j
):
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Thus,
V IA(j)  2c3
(1  q)2q2

2(1  q)2r
q2
(p1 1)N=(rp1)k0
(1  q)2rN=(rp1)k0
 c4(1  q)2rN=(rp1)k0
 c4(1  q)2rN=(rp1)p1+1 ; (5.30)
where c4 is a constant depending on p1 and q, and where we used the fact that 2(1  
q)2r=q2 < 1.
Finally, since   logq(n)  N    log(1 q)(n), we obtain
max
j2S
V IA(j)  c5(1  q) 2r logq(n)=(rp1)p1+1 ;
where c5 is a constant depending only on p1; q and R. The lemma holds.
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